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ABSTRACT
The writer while employed as a coordinator was made
conscious of the need to evaluate pupil progress in music
and of the difficulties music teachers encounter in
attempting to implement evaluation procedures in the
classroom. In order to assist teachers in organization and
management of evaluation procedures the writer determined
that a thorough study of current practices and needs in
evaluation was required in order to address the problem
meaningfully for teachers. It was intended that such a
study would provide direction for development of a resource
that would assist teachers with implementation of effective
evaluation procedures.
review of li tcrature pertaining to music and
educational evaluation is incJ.uded in Chapter II. The
writer presented the literature in three sections to provide
a basis for presentation of the concept of evaluation and
its application in music education.
The first section of this chapter presents
historical overview of educational evaluation outlining the
growth of understanding and perception of educational
evaluation.
(i)
The second section of Chapter IT focuses on the main
approaches currently being employed in music education
programs. Attention is directed primarily toward the
methodolO<jies associated with Carl Odf and Zoltan Kodaly,
which are considered by the writer to be the most
influential methodologies affecting current primary music
educa t ion programs.
The final section of Chapter II highlights literature
concerned with evaluation of music.
Chapter III describes the procedures followed to
determine current practices and needs in evaluation of
primary music; the direction taken to address the needs
identified, and~ the evaluation procedures implemented to
evaluate the effectiveness of the direction taken.
Chapter IV provides an analysis of the data gathered by
the study.
The final chapter summarizes the study by outlining
the needs identified, procedures followed, findings,
implications of findings. and recommendations. Teachers
reinforced the need to develop evaluation procedures which
would provide information on pupil progress and assist them
in implementing more effective instructional strategies. In
order to assist with the organizing and managing of
evaluation, a handbook was developed and presented. The
(iil
writer realized that development of effective evaluation
procedures would be an ongoing process that would evolve
through continued attention to anil study of the area.
However. the handbook was percei ved to be a beginning step
in the evolution of increased understanding of the process
and concept of educa t lanaI evalua t ion and of more e £fect i ve
procedures in the field.
(iii l
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CHAPTER 1
IN'I'RODUC'l'ION
statement of the problell
The pmpose of this study is two-fold: first, to
determine: what music teachers perceive as important for
evaluation and how they presently evaluate pupil progress;
second. to develop a resource booK which I.ill help teachers
establish a framework for evaluating primary level music.
Music teachers i.n schools of Newfoundland and Labrador
have been working toward the implementation of a literacy
based music curriculum since its introduction in 1983. This
curriculum established a new direction for music education
in the province. Objectives for a developmental, child
oriented program were clearly stated and the basis for an
organized, consistent program established. ThE> development
of this curriculum responded to a need which music educators
had identified dnd voiced. Its guidelines provided a
foundation from which could evolve sound music education
programs that would develop musical potentials. skills, and
understandings through activities and experiences suited to
the developmental level of the child. While this curriculum
guide has been favorably recei ved and has responded to some
previously identified needs. its impleJlentation has resulted
in the identification of other concerns. One such concern
is evaluation of pupil progress.
Teachers currently teaching priMary music have
recognized the need to assess pupil progress as a meAns of
facilitating future instructional direction and assessing
student achievement. Various attempts to adc1ress this need
have been initiated. Included in these attempts have been
workshops outlining the main questions of evaluation:
development of an objectives basec1 approach to pupil
evaluation; developl'lent of checklists; and delineation of
which curricular objectives shou13 be (lvaluatecl individually
and which should be eval',Jated as a class. However, c1espite
the work and investigation undertaken in earlier years. the
problem has not beEn resolved.
Basic problems identi fied in the course of this study
include lack of teacher training in the area of student
evaluation. difficulty in illplellenting a new curriculum that
required a different approach to methodology. and difficulty
in managing individualized evaluation when seeing three to
six hundred pupils. gra.des kindergarten to six for only
sixty minutes per week. Inadequate time and large numbers
of pupils combined to make an already difficult task
seemingly impossible. The problem of evaluation appeared so
extensive that a manageable solution required by music
teachers allurled discovery. Yet, the problem remains and
the search for a more effective, efficient and lIanageeable
approach to evaluating pupils in "usic must continue.
Need for the study
Dissatisfaction with lack of substantial progress in
resolving this problem has resulted in identification of the
need to develop a di fferent approach to addressing these
problems. Ful Un (1982) remarked: "There is no shortage
e.bout how the ills of education should be rectified. But
the remedies remain pie in the sky as long as competing
nshoulds" fight it out without an underste.nding of what is N
(p.J9) •
Quite possibly identification of a probable cause of
the lack of substantial progress in evaluation lies in
Pullan's statement. Perha,,] a more thorough stUdy of what
is and what is needed in pupil evaluation is required before
the problem
resolved.
be properly addressed and subsequently
Chapter II, the review of the literature, provides
information neceo;:sary to understand the concept of
educational evaluation and music education. It is presented
in three sections: an historical overview of educational
evaluation; current approaches to music education; and
evaluation in music education.
Chapter III describes the instrument employed for the
collection of data and the procedures im.plemented, to
determine the and direction to be taken in
addressing those concerns.
Chapter IV provides an analysis and interpretation of
the data collected from the project.
Chapter V contains the conclusions derived froll the
project. Included in this chapter are a summary of purposes
deterllined and procedures followed: the findings and
illplications of information collected; and the
recollllendations submitted as a result of the study.
Liaitationa of the study
One limitation of the study is that it did not include
representation of all school districts throughout
Newfoundland and Labrador. Further limitations are evident
by the study being restricted to teachers representing an
urban school district and by the participants being
specialist lIIusic teachers at the primary level.
Teachers working within the same urban district whose
main teaching responsibility is in the curricular area of
nlUsic may identify different concerns in educational
evaluation and program implementation than teachers working
in more isolated, rural districts who are general classroom
teachers. Further research is needed to establish the
potential utility of the approach to evaluation suggested as
a result of this study. Needs and concerns could possibly
dHfer considerably, resulting in identification of the need
to alter the recommended approach.
By lim! dng the focus of the study to the primary
level, other areas in need of research and development have
not been addressed. In order to promote greater
understanding of the concept and process of evaluation
further investigation is nceded at all levels.
Despite the recognized limitations of this study, the
writer believes that the cC'nce~ns and practices reported by
thosa selected teachers are representative of music teachers
throughout the province. Also, the directive for evaluation
developed result of the study, should contain
components which are applicable to any district, urban or
rural, that is implementing a program based on the primary
music curriculum.
C'HAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Introduction
In order to study evaluation of music the wri ter
identi £led three arellB which needed to be considered -- the
historical development of evaluation, current approaches to
music education, and evaluation of music education. The
review of '.iterature will, therefore, focus on each topic,
with the aim of providi.ng complete references necessary for
development of the project.
Historical Overview
Prior to the 1930's educational evaluation was entirely
measurement oriented. Evaluation and measurement were
virtually interchangeable concepts which focused
individual differences among students - differences that
determined largely through the application of
standardized, norm~referenced tests that were designed
within the scientific paradigm of inquiry. School programs
or curricula were not considered relevant to the evaluation
procedures thus test results told something about
individuals but nothing about ttle programs and curricula by
which those persons wer"! taught (Guba and Lincoln, 19B1).
In addition to 6tandardiz~d tests, teacher-made tests
flourished and formed a basis for most grading systems.
(Northen and Sanders, 1973).
The 1930's to 1950's witnessed little change in the
acceptance of evaluation measurement testing.
However, two developments occurred during the 1930's which
have had a continuing impact on evaluation practises since
that time. First, Ralph Tyler formulated the concept of
evaluation based on predetermined curricular objectives.
The process of evaluation is essentially
the process of determining to what extent the
educutional objectives are actually being
realized. . .. However, since educational
objectives are essentially changes in human
beings, that is, the objectives are to produce
cert'lin desirable changes in the behavior
pat ..erns of the students then evaluation is the
process for determining the degree to which
these changes in behavior are actually taking
place. (Tyler, 1950, p. 69)
This approach and rationale constituted a major step
forward in that it focused on the refinement of curricula
and programs as the central thrust for evaluation (Guba and
Lincoln, 1983). Evaluation of individuals was linked to
programs and objectives rather than test norms, making it
the mechanism for continuous curricular and instructional
improvement (Guba and Lincoln, 1983).
A second major influence on educational evaluation
during this time was the strengthening of the accreditation
movement in educational practise. Establishment of formal
accrediting agencies for schools and colleges resulted in
the institutionalization of at least a quasi-evaluation
process in American education (~lorthen and Sanders, 1971).
This accreditation movement was intensified further
following the Soviet launch of Sputnik in October, 1957.
The public school system was criticized as being ineffectual
and below acceptable standard. As stated by Popham (1q,75):
The honeymoon was over. It was no longer
a widely held belief that the schools were
functionally flawless. "'eople began to wonder
just how well those schools were doing their
jobs. And when you wonder how well something
is working, that sets the stage for evaluating
it. (p. 3)
consequently, major curriculul'l projects were initiated
and the demand for evaluation intensified (Popham, 1975).
It quickly became apparent that educators were not prepared
to meet these demands. Cri tics of evaluation procedures
identifying problems associated with the
tradi tional approach and were seeKing new directions for
improvement in the area (Guba and I,inco1n, 1983}. As Guba
(1967) noted, "present guiflelines are marKedly inadequate:
they do little more than encourage sloppily conceived
product evaluations."
Scriven (1967) also expressed dissatisfaction in the
opening of his paper entitled ·The Methodology of
Evaluation". He stated that ·current conceptions of the
evaluation of educational instruments (i.e., new curricula,
programmed texts, inductive methods, individual teachers)
are still inadequate both philosophically and practically".
Scriven addressed the deficiencies he identified by
including in his philosophy the drawing of a distinction
between formative and summative evaluation: distinguishing
evaluation and assessment of goal achievement: intrinsic or
process evaluation and payoff or outcome evaluation: .. nd
contrasting the utility of comparative evaluations with thllt
of noncomparative evaluations.
These concerns caused evaluation theoreticians to
develop and test their notions about holoi one should conduct
educational evaluations. Their efforts resulted in several
neloi models, strategies, and plans that could be put into use
by educators (Worthen and sanders, 1975, p. 6). The
definition and scope of evaluation was expanding extensively
to encompass a much broader spectrum of understandings in
the field. No longer would it be limited to the traditional
measurement approach.
One of the earliest theoreticians whose writings have
influenced the development and expansion of evaluation
procedures was Lee J. Cronbach. Cronbach concentrated on
prograll evaluation and in his article "Course IlIlprovement
10
Through Evaluation" (1963) several points were made which
have had a profound effect on evaluation planning. Cronbach
identified the value of evaluation as being important for
educational decision making. He recognized three types of
decisions for which evaluation is used:
1. Course improvement: deciding what
instructional materials and methods are
satisfactory and where change is needed.
2. Decisions about individuals: identi fying
the needs of the pupil for the sake of planning
his instruction, jUdging pupil merit for the
purposes of selection and grouping, acquainting
the pupil with his Own progresl'l and deficiencies.
3. Adlllinistrative regulation: jUdging how
good the school system is, how good individual
teacher s are, etc. (cronbach. 1963, p. 673)
Cronbach also stressed that pupil performance should
not be the only criterion for
(worthen and Sanders, 1973, p. 59),
program evaluation
Process studil!s
(concern with events taking place in the classroom),
proficiency and attitude measures (changes observed in
pupils), and follow-up studies (what happens later) were
included as approaches to evaluation (Worthen and Sanders,
1973, p. 51). Thus, the definition and purposes of
evaluation, and the of collecting ar,d using
information to make decisions on educational programs was
significantly expanded through Cronbach's influence.
Despite criticisms against objecti ves-or iented
evaluation and investigation of other organizers. use of
objectives as the or~anizers for new models persisted with
11
certain evaluators. perhaps the best known of these models
was stake's (191')1) Countenance Hodel. In the presentation
of his model, Stake defined the complete act of evaluation
involving both description and jUdgement -- the first
time a focus on judgement as a major <!:spect of evaluation
was promoted (Guba, 19B1, p. 131. He recognized the
presence of informal and formal evaluation techniques but
supported informal techniques
data for formal evaluation.
a means of gathering
This emphasis on formal
evaluation continued to link evaluation with the scientific
paradigm and its attendant measurement processes (Guba,
1983, p. 14). However I the scope was widened and a
framework for how to evaluate finally organized.
Those theoreticians who moved away from of
objectives as organizers looked in other directions for a
basis on which to evaluate. Considering Cronbach's
connection of evaluation with decision making, use of
decisions as organizers was a natural development. Daniel
L. Stufflebeam COntributed one of the most important models
of the decision-management approach.
Stufflebeam's approach, now recognized as the CIPP
(Context, Input, Product, ~rocess) Model, defined evaluation
as .... the process of delineBt.ing, obtaining, Bnd providing
useful information for jUdging decision alternatives
(Stufflebeam, 1971, in Worthen and Sanders, 1973. p. 129).
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His concern with decisions led him to an analysis and
classification of the following decision types:
t. Those based on intended ends (goals or
objectives) which are determined through a
series of planning decisions.
2. Those based on intended means (processes
and procedures) which are determined through a
series of structuring decisions.
3. Those based on actual means (procedures in
use) which are deter-ined through a series of
structu:-ing deds ions.
4. Those based on actual ends (attainments 1
which lead to a series of recycling decisions
(terminate, adjust, recycle as is).
These four decision types were then identified as
requi ring corresponding evaluation types -- context. input.
process, and product (Guba, 19B3: Worthen and Sanders.
1973). As stated by Stufflebeam!
Context evaluation serves planning decisions
to deterlline objectives; input evaluation serves
structuring decisions to determine project designs;
process evaluation serves implementing decillions to
control project operations; and product evaluation
nrves recycling decisions to judge and react to
project attainments (Stufflebeam in Worthen and
Sanders, 1971. p. 136).
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\Hthin this organizational framework, stufflebeam
supported the need for descriptive based evaluation which
would provide a baseline of information about the system
(Stufflebeam, 1971).
Sed 'len I s ( 1972) "Goal Free Model" further expanded
perception of the potential of educational evaluation.
Although initially his suggestion that "evaluators take
every precaution to avoid discovering what the objectives
were" was greeted with disbelief, the rationale presented
for making this point eventually created a dramatic effect
upon the theory and praet ise of eval ua t. ion (Guba, 1981.
p. 17). Scriven recognized beneficial side effects of
products which were not noted because they did not relate
directly to the objectives. This indicated to him a
weakness in the evaluation plan and led him to conclude that
evaluation should be goal-free or that it should evaluate
actual effects against a profile of demonstrated needs in
educa tion. Thus, Scr i ven' s organi zer became e f fecta rather
than goals or decisions and evaluators began to pay more
attention to the so-called side effects of evaluation
procedures. The realm of evaluation had expanded further
(Guba, 1981, pp. 17-18).
The concerns and issues of the stakeholding audience
organizer became yet another focus in evaluation
14
development. Stake (1975) was the first to use the term
"rel'lponsive" evaluation in referencE' to this trend of
thought (Guba, 1981, p. 23). In this evaluation posture,
the evaluator is less concerned with the objectives of the
evaluand (entity being evaluated) than with its effects in
reia tion to the interests of relevant PUblics. which Stake
termed the "stakeholding audience" (Guba, 1981. p. 241.
Stake recognized the neec'l for evaluating programs in
different ways and believed that for the process to be
useful and a service to specific persons, the evaluator
should know who he is working for and what their ccncerns
are (Stake, \975, p. 13). Where such concerns or issues are
the basis of the evaluation Stake recommends the responsive
evaluation approach. This he rlescribes as:
An approach that trades off some
measurement precision in order to increase
the usefulness of findings to persons in :lnd
around the program. ,. An educational evaluation
is responsive evaluation if it orients more
directly to program activities that program
intents: responds to audience requirements for
information, and if the different value perspective
present are referred to in reporting the success
and failure of the program. (Stake. 1915. p. 14)
The responsive approach is characterized
interactive, continuously evolving design. The evaluator is
a partner in the procedures. identifying concerns and issues
and developing portrayals and procedures. The methods
employed subjective and qualitative rather than
quantitative, using such procedures
15
observations,
interviews, interactions, and negotiations. Communication
is more informal and tends to consist of portrayals, with
feedback being a natural part of the everyday activity.
Stake's proposals regarding responsive evaluation have
been expanded upon in what hao been termed "pluralist"
models. Hamilton (1977) has referr~d to such models in the
~ollowing terms:
Pluralist evaluation l'1ode1s (Parlett and
Hamilton, 1972: Patton, 1975: Stake, 1967) can
be characterized in the following manner.
Comparea with cl.assic models, they tend to be more
extensive (not necessarily centered on numerical
data). more naturalistic (based on program activity
rather than program intent), and more <>.daptable
(not constrained by experimental or preordinate
designs). In turn, they are likely to be
sensitive to the different values of program
participants, to endorse empirical methods which
incorporate ethnographic fieldwork, to develop
feedback materials which are couched in the
natural language of the recipients, and to
shift the locale of formal iudqement from the
evaluator to the participants. (Hamilton, 1911, p. 339)
Guba and Lincoln (19Bl) continued development of the
responsive approach supporting it as the most meaningful
approach to performing evaluations ann stating the following
as rationale for this support!
Responsive evaluation produces information
that audiences want and need ... does not undertake
to answer questions of merely theoretical interest;
rather it takes its cues from those matters that
local audiences find interesting or relevant ...
responsive evaluat ion can be interpreted to include
all other models ..• The resulting flexibility
gives the responsive model pOwer beyond that of any
of its competitors. !Guba and Lincoln, 1983, p. 3B)
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Guba and Lincoln stressed the strength of the
naturalistic or phenomenologico!Il paradigm of inquiry as
constituting the most appropriate approach to responsive
evaluation and best suited to fUlfilling the main purpose of
evaluation -- responding to the audience's requirements for
information. Through procedures characteristic of the
naturalistic paradig~l, such as interviewing, observing. and
unobtrusive methods, the evaluator would be able to gather
relevant information regarding the perceived problem which
would describe the evaluand (entity being evaluated), jUdge
its merit and worth, and complete the act of evaluation.
Evaluation as a continuous and interactive process was
s tres 5el wi th openess of communicat ion, sensi ti vi ty to wha t
is being evaluated, and determination of truth considered as
essential to the success and validity of the evaluation
procedure.
The support for this responsive or naturalistic model
was also visible in Patton's Creative Evaluation (1981).
Patton placed emphasis on ~creative ways of thinking about
and doing evaluative research and evaluation consulting"
(Patton, 1981, p. l~). Inherent in this approach is tho!
need to work within a paradigm of multiple possibilities or
choices, and to approach evaluation situations without
preconceived speculation on appropriate evaluation methods
to initiate. Consequently, being situ~tionally responsive
17
and methodologically flexible is deemed essential so that
each evaluation situation is considered independently and
accommodated appropriately to its particular needs.
Evaluation is treated as a problem-solving approach in which
evaluators are active-reactive-adoptive, interacting with
their evaluative audience to determine and adopt appropriate
methods of evaluating and improving programs and decision
making.
The concentrated attention directed toward educational
evaluation resulted in vast expansion of what had initially
been accepted conceptually of the term within educational
circles. From testing and measurement, the concept of
evaluation had evolved to include consideration of many
other organizers for evaluation and to provide far
information than that gathered from by test results. Yet
concern with effective approaches to evaluation remained and
t.he need for "a comprehensive, carefully planned, objective,
and useful way of jUdging evaluation plans, processes, and
results" was identified. (Joint Committee on Standards for
Edu..:ational Evaluation, 1981, p. 1).
The Joint Commi ttee on Standarls for Educational
Evaluation recognized this need and determined that. a set of
professional standards for educational evaluation could
improve the area. "Committee members agreed that no
adequate standards for educational evaluation existed and
18
therefore they undertook to perform a needed service by
developing such standards" (Joint Committee, 1981, p. 5).
It was their belief that of the 'standards I would lead
to a general upgrading of practise and development of
improved and more efficient ways of meeting the evaluation
needs of education (Joint Committee, 1981). The Standards
for Evaluations of Educational Programs, Projects, and
~ which resulted from the committee's work outlined
a "minimum general agreement about what principles should be
observed in evaluating educational programs, projects, and
materials" (Joint committee, 1981, p. 12) and a proposed
working philosophy of evaluation (p. 16).
Four important attributes of an evaluation were
identified through the committee's work-standards of
utility, feasibility, propriety, and accuracy. Standards of
utility were concerned with guiding and determining whether
an evaluation serves the practical information needs of a
given audience. Standards of feasibility recognized that an
educational evaluation usually must be conducted in a
natural setting and usually consumes natural resources. The
category of propriety included standards that require
evaluations to be conducted legally, ethically. and with
consideration of all those involved in or affected by the
evaluation. The fourth category, accuracy, included
standards which determine whether an evaluation has been
comprehensive, and produced sound, l.ogical results.
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Perusal of the 'standards' provides insight into the
reali:tation of the concentrated attention which has been
directed toward educational evaluation. Recognition of
aspects of responsive and creative approaches as being
necessary and acceptable is inherent in the standards and is
combined with guidelines for implementation of evaluation
practices. Yet the Committee (l9Bl) has continued to
support the need for evaluators to "emplOy their
creativity, ingenuity, and good jUdgement" (p. 9) aI",l
cautioned educators against the use of standards as a
"substitute for initiative, imagination, and training." (p.
12). By such comments the comJl\ittee encourages continued
attention to the area of educational evaluation and
development of more effective and complete applications in
the educational system.
Current Approaches to Music Education
Primary Music: A Tl:!aching Guide (1983) reflects the
influence of methodologies or approaches to music education
that have provided the impetus for current school music
educa t ion programs. Dalcroze. suzuki, Gordon. Kodaly, and
Orff (Shehan, 1986) along with the proponents of
comprehensive musicianship have been identified as being
strongly influential in the development of methods used in
music education today. The primary focus of this paper will
20
be directed toward the philosophies and characterist.ics of
thf:! Kodaly and Orff approaches, as it is believed that
elements of these approaches are the most. widely utilized by
music specialists within this province in the implementation
of the primary music program.
\'lhat has come to be lmown as the "Kodaly Method"
evolved initially in Hungarian schools in the 1940's and
1950's under the inspiration and guidance of Zoitan Kodaly.
Interest in the approach mushroomed as educators in other
countries learned of the program developing in Hungary and
sought to improve the effectiveness of their home programs
by adapting the philosophy and methods employed. It
found that even though the method was rooted in Hungary, its
philosophy and organization, with some modification of
materials, were applicable in many countries of the world.
Kodaly's interest in music education began in the
1920' s from wha t Walker (1984) terms "the ut iIi tar ian needs
of the musician" (p. 7) concerned with the low stande.rd of
literacy among student musicians in r.ungary. This concern
soon extended to music education for the whole population.
Koda1y's writings and addresses eventually resulted in
what is now termed the Kodaly Method of Music Education.
C.hoksy (1981), a leading promoter of the Kodaly approach in
North America, has summarized the main points of the
philosophy in the following way:
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1. That true li teracy -- the abi li ty to
read, write, and think Illusic -- is the right
of every human being.
2. That, to be internalized, musical
learning must begin with the child's own
natural instrument -- the voice.
3. That the education of the lIIusical
ear can be completely successful only if it
is begun early -- in Kindergarten and the
primary grades -- even earlier, if possible.
4. That, as a child possesses a mother
tongue -- the language spoken in his home --
he also possesses a mother tongue in the folk
music of that language. It is through that
musical mother tongue that the skills and
concepts necessary to musical 1i teracy should
be taught.
5. That only lIusic of unquestioned
quality -- both folk and composed -- should
be used in the education of children. (pp. 6-8)
Basically Kodaly believed that lIusic belongs to
everybody (Szonyi, 1974, p. 15) and that the potential of
the populace to fully appreciate and enjoy music could only
be realized through music education prograllIs.
He also emphasized the importance and contribution of
music to the total development of the child, maintaining
that "active exercise llnd participation in Music contributes
to the development of a child's other faculties as well as
influences a child's physical and intellectual abilities."
(Szonyi, 1974, p, 9)
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From such beliefs evolved detailed program organization
and development with clearly established objectives and
goals. Choksy (1986) has identified the principle
objectives of a Kodaly musical training program as being:
1. To develop to the fullest extent
possible the innate musicality present in all
children.
2. To make the language of music known to
children; to help them become musically literate
in the fullest sense of the w.:::lrd -- able to read,
write, and create with the voc!l.buiary
of music.
3. to make the children's musical
heritage -- the folk songs of their language
and culture -- known to them.
4. to make available to children the
great art music of the world, so that through
performing, listening, studying, and analyzing
masterworks they will come. to a love and
appreciation of music based on knowledge cbout
music. (p. '72)
In addi tion to the phi losophy and objecti ves.
characteristics of the Kodaly approach have been
particularly significant al,d influential in the direction of
music education. Its attention to child development, the
teaching tools it employs, and its organization for
curriculum structure are particularly noteworthy.
To practitioners of the Kodaly approach child
development means that "the major teaChing materials must be
within the children's capabilities" (Choksy, 1986, p. 73).
Selection of teaching materials have consequently beEln
guided by research findings in learning, child development,
and musical development. concentration
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actiVE!
participation in the learning process, the need for movement
to music as an essential learning experience. and singing as
a basic learning activity are but few of the
characteristics of the Kodaly approach rooted in and
rationalized by application of r.esearch findings.
The main teaching tools employed -- tonic sol£a, hand
signs, and rhythmic duration syllables have contributed
significantly to the success of the Kodaly approach. ThoU9~
none of these teaching tools were developed by, or are
unique to, Kodaly methodology their application within it
have been considered invaluable teaching techniques which
provide concrete Ileans of training the musical ear,
developing tonal lIellOry and voicing rhythll patterns and
durations (Choksy et. a1.. 1986. pp. 72-74).
Attention to child developllent characteristics 410ng
wi th frequency of occurrence in the lIusical material
determined the overall sequence in the Kodaly method. This
development of a sequential learning hierarchy has organized
the order of skill and concept development needed to meet
the goals of music education and has resulted in provision
of instructional direction for music education programs.
While lacking the sequential structure of the Kodaly
method. the Or!f approach has also been considered
influential to the current direction of music education.
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The Orff approach or process originated in Germany
primarily from the work of composer Carl Orft. his colleague
Dorothie Gunther, and his student Gunild Keetllan.
Gillespie (1906) identifies E'xploration and experience
the keys to the Oeff process. He describes the
methodology as one wherein M~he elements of music are
explored first in their simplest, almost crude forms, then
gradually, through experience, these elements are refined
and elevated to more complex levels of exploration and
experience" (p. 96).
The Orff lIIethod has also been explained as "an
experiencial form of lllusic learnin; through creative play"
(Shehan, 1986) and an approach that "begins with the premise
that feeling precedes intellectual understanding" (Raebeck ,
Wheeler, 1980, p. xix) . Shamrock ( 1986) expands the
description by identifying it as a ·pedagogy, a general
procedure for guiding children through several phases of
musical development: exploration, imitation, improvisation,
and creation" (p. 52).
While musical learning is a primary focus of the arff
approach, its implications for cultural and Bocial learning
have also been identi fied (Shamrock, 1986). This is
supported in the outlined goals of the adf experiences.
Included in these goals are the following:
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1. Sense of communi ty
2. Understanding of the organization of music
3. Comprehension of music as an art
4. Musical independence
5. Personal musical growth
6. Performance ability
7. Self-esteem
(Choksyet. al., 1986, p. 139)
Such goals are not exclusive to music but are basic to
teaching with the OrfE approach, encompassing it as a means
to education of the total person -- a Gestalt approach to
music (Gillespie in ChOKSY et. al., 1986, p. 139).
The methodology implemented to realize the program
goals features the following elements:
1. Exploration of Space -- Children are
encouraged to explore the qualities of movement
which is considered fundamental to the Or££ process
and the foundation on which all learning rests.
2. Exploration of Sound -- Exploration of
sound -- environmental, instrumental and vocal --
is treated (\s beginning experiences which lead to
the introduc':ion of standard material for spl1;ech
and singing.
3. Exploration of Form -- Exploration of form
occurs concurrently with the exploration of sound
and space. Patterns of movement and organization
of sounds into like and unlike phrases, introductions,
and codas form aspects of this approach.
4. Imitation to Creation -- Imitation is used
to ensure a role model for creativity in a pattern
consisting of Observe -- Imitate -- Experiment --
Create.
S. Individual to Ensemble.
2.
6. Musical Literacy -- Only after much
experience with musical sound is music reading
approached. Systemizing music reading is left
to the imagination and sensitivity of teaching.
(Gillespie in Choksy et. a1., 1986, pp. 96-97)
Hall (1968) also notes the importance of movement, the
use of folk material as the basic repertoire for speech and
song. and integrated activities of speech. movement, and
instruments as essential elements of the Orff method.
While tonic solta, hand signs, and rhythm duration
syllables have been identi Hed as the teaching tools of the
Kodaly approach, those of the Orff approach include the
body, speech, singing, and instruments (Landis, Carter,
1972). Use of these tools in the Orff experiences
comprise the general characteristics of the approach. By
leading children to experience music through involvement in
and exploration of the elements of music, orff supporters
seek to enable children to feel the sense of musicianship,
be it of a very elemental level and support Carl Orff' s goal
of making music live for children (Gillespie in ChOksy et.
al., 1986, p. 103).
The interest and influence of the Orff and Kodaly
approaches to music education is evident through the wealth
of literature devoted to the topics; through teaching
materials pUblished with reference to either or both
approaches; and through the growth of professional
organizations such as the Kodaly Institute of Canada and
Orff Canada. Such organizations are dedicated to the
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promotion and continued development of these approaches to
music education. lihile differences in philosophy, process
and materials exist, many similarities between the
approaches are apparent.
The influence of Pestalozzi' 5 principles as applied to
music. and the application of these principles by
Jacques-Dalcroze to focus on discovery learning, support of
a participatory approach, and rocognition of the importance
of movement in music education comprise basic elements of
both Cdt and Kodaly (Choksy et. a1.. 1986). Teaching
materials selected on child developmental characteristics
and an emphasis on use of concrete musical experiences also
serve to unite the approaches (Shehan, 1986).
such similarities have resulted in support of an
eclectic approach to these processes. Raebeck and Wheeler
(1980) advise teachers to "read and explore the ideas for
experiences suggested, and ... then adapt them to meet their
classroom situations in the most creative way" (p. 15).
The rationale for combining approaches is also supported by
the work of Nash (1970), who wri tes tha t "i f each approach
is successful on its own merits, imagine how splendid and
more far reaching they become when combined (a reinforcement,
a complement, an enrichment, each to the other)" (pp.
172-173).
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However. such beliefs are far frOIl universal and auch
eclecticism is criticized as not being possible in any but
the most superficial and less effective manner __ M no
combination of methods can be as effective a teaching
approach as a knowledgeable use of anyone of them in the
hands of a \"eacher with sufficient training" (ChOKSY et.
a1., 1986, p. 342). Differences in objectives and
approaches to erea ti v tty, movement. i nstrurnental tra 1n1n9'
musical reading and writing, and the music used in teaChing
are all cited as rationale for unsuitability of eclecticism.
Despite internal disagreement regarding tne application of
Orff and Kodaly, support for the approache~ remains strong.
Although problems of adapting European approaches to North
American audiences have been noted (Sonor, 1986; Walker,
1984) and criticisms of the philosophiozs and processes
raised (Walker, 1984), the success and popularity of such
music education programs continues to be prest:'nt in
educational circles.
Evaluation in Music
The importance of evaluation in music is basically
undisputed in literature addressing the topic. Educators
recognize the need to evaluate as being essential for the
credibil tty, effect! veness, and accountabi li ty of progralls,
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as well as for the improvement of instruction and assessment
of pupi 1 progress. However, even though such needs and
rationale have been identified. evaluation in music has been
recognized as an are~ in which much more research and
development is needed (Bates, 1984; Tait & Haack, 1984).
Its importance has been established, yet the field is still
searching for a way to effectively evaluate.
The need for evaluation has been linked to the need to
establish credibility and effectiveness of music programs.
Colwell (1970) attributes this focus to a change in emphasis
which occurred in the 1950's. Music education programs had
been centered on "music as experiences or education by
exposure to mude through experiences in singing, moving,
playing, creating, and listening" (p. 8). The 1950's
witnessed discontent dmong music educators who criticized
these programs as being superficial and ineffective. As
improvements were sought, evaluation was perceived as "the
source of authority and frame of reference by which to
compare the good with the bad" (Colwell, 1970).
This concern with credibility and accountability and
the correlation of solutions with evaluation remain evident
in the 1980's. The need to evaluate as a means of
establishing accountability and status in the curriculum is
still expressed:
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If music subjects are to llIaintain respect
allidst a national atmosphere of accountability
and a concern for basics, 'teachers Ilust
conscientiously attellpt measurement, evalaation,
and grading at all levels of instruction.
(Tuley. 19S5. p. 33)
Although evaluation for enhancement of status has been
a consideration, greater attention has been directed toward
use of evaluation to improve instruction. Evaluation as an
essential accompaniment to planning teaching-learning
activities has been recognized as needed to
progressive. orderly process of education (Tilit &. Haack,
1984). ~ttention to research into how and when children
learn has also been cited as illustrating the need for
evaluation at every step of the learning process (Colwell,
1970). In addition, evaluation as a guide to planning the
scope and pacing of classroom teaching (Littley, 1986), as
_easurelllent of improvement in the t~aching process (Choksy,
1980), and as a facilitator of a good teaching-learning
situation (Gordon, 1971) have been identified as perceived
needs.
This aspect of evaluation as a process to improve
instruction is further supported by Leonhard and House
(1972) and Edelstein, Chok:sy, and Lehman (l98G). These
writers also note the necessity of assessing pupil progress
as a facilitator of instruction. Choksy (1980) connects
assessment of pupil progress with the stated curricular
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goals by identifying one purpose of evaluation as being "to
see whether t.he students have achieved what the
curriculull says it wants them to achieve- (p. 150).
Therefore. the need for evaluation in music education
is evident. However, before continuing. identification of
what is perceived as evaluation shoul.i be established.
Colwell (1970) has noted that decision-making is often
equated with evaluation and defines it as "a jUdgement of
the worth of an experience, idea, procedure, or product" (p.
3). He then expands this explanation by delineating the
following characteristics of the evaluation process:
(1) the systematic process of collecting
information.
(2) the enlightened interpretation ('If that
information, and,
(3) the disser.lination of th"-' results back into
the teaChing-learning situation. (p. 10)
Similar to Colwell. Tait and Haack (1984) define
evaluation as ~a Ilethod for determining the worth or value
of an object or process~ (p. 147).
Other authorities emphasize objectives as the organizer
for evaluation and define it as "the process of determining
the extent to which the objectives of an educational
enterprise have been attainen" (Leonhard and House, 1972,
p. 14). Evaluation of this type involves the following:
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(1) the identification, formulation, and
validation of objectives.
(2) the collection of data relevant to status
in relation to these objectives.
(3) the interpretation of data collected. (p. 15)
Choksy (1980) also emphasizes objectives as the
organizer for evaluation which she defines as "the ongoing
process of determining whether the instructional objectives
and goals are being achieved" (p. 155).
These definitions focus primarily on measurements
aspects of evaluation. A broader definition is suggested by
Ba~es (1984) who speaks of teacher evaluation of students as
ideally involving "a study of pupil achievement and progress
with consideration given also to personal and environmental
factors which affect the learning process" (p. 7). This
interpretation implies descriptive and
all-encompassing view of evaluative procedures and includes
more than judgement or measurement of achievement in terms
of objectives.
varying definitions and emphases in evaluation reflect
differing views regarding what should be evaluated. The
most predominant difference of opinion the
inclusion or exclusion of affective and attitudinal factors
in evaluation practises.
The inclusion of affective factors in evaluation has
been strongly disputed. The difficulty of assessing
affective outcomes has been recognized and the ability to
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validly evaluate outcomes which may not become apparent for
Ilonths or years has been questioned (Edelstein, ChOKSY, and
Lehman, 1980). These authors do not accept affective
outcomes as viable prograll objectives and regard them as
"by-products of a qUlllity program" (p. 12). Choksy (1980)
also supports this view by stating that understandings and
appreciations are not observable or measureable and,
therefore, not able to be evaluated. This interpretation
promoted the idea that enjoyment and appreciation are only
possible through understanding. "Love of music, if it is to
be a genuine love, must be supported by knowledge and
understanding of lIusic" (p. 160). consequently, development
of knowledge and understanding, areas which be
delineated by behavioral objectives, comprise the focus for
prQ9rao implementation and evaluation.
Another authority, Edwin Gordon (1971) further argues
the futility of attempting evaluation of affective outcolles.
He also supports a process based behavioral objectives
which outline the program -- "a clear statement of
behavioral objectives is needed in order to evaluate and
report students' progress in the achievement of program
goals" (p. 133).
Even though more difficult to evaluate, affective
aspects of
authori ties.
music considered illlportant by
Leonhard and House (1972) state that
many
"the
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evaluation of appreciation and attitudes is essential to
good music teaching" (p. 407). Bates (1984) concurs with
this approach, stating that "it is imperative that all areas
of the music curriculum be evaluated" and that "attitudes,
interests, and effort on the part of students are vitally
important and need to be investigated fully" (p. 13). The
need to focus on "evaluation of the psychological or
affective process in mus),C" is further supported by Tait and
Haack (1984, p. 148). These authors state that the "primary
evaluative goal should be to determine the quality of
students' musical experiences and their related growth
developments in thinking, feeling, and sharing music" (p.
155). Their concern with evaluating the nature and value of
students' musical experiences demands that attention be
focused "not only on the effectiveness of perception and the
nature of the response, but also the interactive
relationships between the two" (p. 149).
As with those specialists who have analysed the area
and developed models for educational evaluation, authorities
in music education have identified various areas of
which have determined organizers for evaluation. pupil
progress and achievement as measured in relation to program
Objectives, attitudes. interests. and appreciations, and the
interactive relationships that exist among concrete and
subjecti./e components of music education programs all
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contribute to issues or concerns educators have identi fied
as relevant: to and in need of evaluation. However,
identification of what should be evaluated need be
considered in accord;lnce with how such evaluation should be
approached.
Suggestions for approaching evaluation varies from very
simple, straightforward instruction to complex, abstract
allusions. Authors basing evaluation behavioral
objectives pronote integration of evaluation into the
instructional process and suggest: that such procedures would
be Illore likely to provide reliable and valid results
(Edelstein, Choksy. and Lehman, 1980). Evaluation in this
context is equated with measurement: based on perforaance of
tasks (Edelstein, Choksy, and Lehllan. 1980). anrl is effecterl
by repeating a task in II new lIusical setting (Choksy, 1980).
Such methods provirle II means of evaluat.ing t.he chilrl'a
cognitive or psychomotor skills (Raebeck, Wheeler, 1980, p.
14) and provide specific, objective information on pupil
achievement in terms of behavioral objectives.
Such scientific approaches do serve to provide limited
informat.ion in a rather narrow frame of reference. However,
to educators seeking J\ore extensive information, additional
procedures are considereo essential. Use of other
evaluat.ive tools -- ·score cards, achievement scales, rating
scales, observations, logs, interviews. check lists,
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anecdotal records, and procedures by which observations are
made and jUdgements recorded" (House, Leonhard, 1972) --
should be considered when seeking appropriate means of
attaining the information :equired. Information gathered
through use of these devices could provide a wider spectrum
of know19dge about student learning and assist in combining
objective and SUbjective components of evaluation. Bates
(1984) notes two approaches to the field:
(1) simplistic -- which involves only measurement
results obtained by the student, and
(2) an attempt to assess all aspects affecting
the musical learning of students. (p. 9)
t10re than task performance analysis would be required of the
second approach to evaluation. The need to jUdge the
quali ty of work separately from subjective factors --
progress, effort, and antecedent conditions, and to include
both objective and SUbjective factors in an evaluation
portrayal have been deemed necessary if results are to be
considered valid and fair to the student (Bates, 19B4).
While certain guidelines for evaluation have been
stated, evaluative models used in music education have been
criticized as being narrowly conceived and requiring
development of more comprehensive models and materials to
facilit<lte greater justice in student evaluation (Tait,
H'l.ack, 1984). These authors indicate that the field of
naturalistic inquiry, observation, and evaluation be
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canddered in research to help .. round out. It cur rent
assessment methods and materials (Tait, HaaCK, 1984).
Miller (1986) also supports use of naturalistic inquiry as
an approprh·te Ilethodol~v ~o implement, particularly when
studying young children. Indeed, the approach to evaluation
is highly dependent upon the paralleters identified for the
study. If music educators are content to base their
evaluation solely on achievement of objectives without
consideration of any other factors, then evaluation can be a
straightforward yes or no on a performance task. However,
if ausic educators strive to reflect the affective
components in a student's evaluation then more difficult and
complex procedures must be designed. Many obstacles may
deter the development of valid procedures. Included in
these are insufficient contact time (Littley, 19B6~ Colwell,
1974), fear of exposure of poor teaching, problells with
group instruction (ColwelL 1974), and the need for
individual assessment (Litley, 1986). Each of these
problems does contribute to the difficulty of evaluating in
music, yet they must be addressed and overcome if progress
in the field is to be realized. Music educators must
determine what is needed and important in evaluation, what
should be assessed, and how it is possible to assess
identified in p:.-actical terlllI. Furthermore,
strategies for implellentation of procedures IIUSt be
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considered. Only then could music educators be satisfied
that these procedures would resl'lt in provision of valid
information and a fair and accurate achievement and
progress.
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CHAPTER III
SOURCB OF DATA AJID PROCEDURES
Introduction
The need for continued work on evaluation of lllusic can
be identified both from literature on music education and
input from teachers presently employed in the field.
Questions of what and how to evaluate, and how to manage
evaluation within the classroom have yet to be
satisfactorily resolved. In order to facilitat:e planning
for further work on evaluation the writer sought to
determine what was presently employed in the schools and
what teache:rs' thoughts and concerns on evaluation
The writer felt that this information, combined with
information froll expert sources on approaches to evaluation
at the primary level, would provide a basis from which to
develop a directive for enluating primary music.
Source of Data
In order to determine current concerns and practises
employed in the evaluation of prilllary Ilusic, a questionnaire
was developed and sent to the sixteen primary teachers of a
selected school board. selection was based on knowledge
that teachers employed with the board had been working
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cooperatively on the presentation of a consistent bnarr..
program. Teachers were asked to complete the questionnaire
and return it to the board music co-ordinator. Also,
teachers were directed to focus on evaluation without
consideration of reporting or grading at t'his stage of the
stUdy. Eighty-eight percent of the questionnaires were
returned to the co-ordinater.
The questionnaire was comprised of two sections. The
first section elicited information on the teachers'
educational baCKground and experience. The second section
addressed the topics of music education philosophy, current
evaluation practises, and tellchera' concerns regarding
evaluation of lIusi~ at the primary level. This section
contained six questions which were stated informally and
provided the opportuni ty for respondents to include any
information not represented in the questions provided. This
was included to encourage teachers to be very open in thei r
responses and provide a vehicle for expressing a cOlnplete
and honest portrayal of their thoughts and practises.
~
Following the return of the questionnaires to the music
co-ordinator, information contained therein was tabulated
and analysed. Where it was deemed necessary to prioritize
or rank responses, a system of ordinal variables was
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applied. This type of ranking enabled the writer to develop
a group portrayal of practises and concerns identified in
section B of the questionnaire.
Once the results of the questionnaire were tabulated
and analysed, the music co-ordinator met with the primary
music teachers and informed theJ:l of the questionnaire
results. Teachers commented on the results of certain
questions. It stated that the relatively low
prioritization of curricular concerns did not accurately
reflect teachers perceived importance of presentation of the
curricular program. Curriculum was a very important concern
of teachers although not more important than the affective
and attitudinal areas that were prioritized. These concerns
and information gathered from the discussion were recorded
to assist in development of a resource package which would
address expressed evaluation needs of teachers.
Once the data had been collected, tabulated, and
analysed, the writer was able to determine the implications
of the findings and plan a means of addressing the concerns
identi £led.
Development of a handoook for evaluation of .usic
Interpretation of data collected, supported the
perceived need to provide direction for evaluation of music.
Consi stency, organiza t ion, and management of evalua tion
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procedures were identified as areas in need of attention.
While teachers recognized the importance of evaluation and
the need for it, especially in terms of determining pupil
progress and improving instructional effectiveness,
que.::tions concerning teachers' implementation of evaluation
procedures were identified by the writer. If pupils are
evaluated primarily through informal in-class observations.
with minimal reference to objectives or record keeping
procedures, then how are criteria for evaluation established
and how can the findings be considered credible? Also, if
~>::iteria for evaluation are limited to observation of
participation, attitude, and effort demonstrated in class,
then where and when is pupil progress in relation to
curricular objectives considered? Assessing pupils growth
and progress demands detailed study and extensive time, yet
without the information ascertained from such study,
instruction and program development cannot be as effective.
Perrone (1977) writes: "Assessing children's growth is an
intense activity, and it should occur daily, continuously.
It is integral to everything that goes on in a classroom"
(p. 101.
Optimally teachers will real ize and implement
evaluation into the daily classroom program a means of
gathering continuous information on pupil progress and
development. However, without training and continued
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attention to organization and Itanagement of evaluation
procedures, such practises are not 1 {kdy to occur.
While very little direction can b"! found for evaluation
of pupil progress in .usie, application of research directed
toward naturalistic or creative approaches to program
evaluation, along with recommended approaches for evaluation
of young children, can provide insight into how to begin
development of this a~_d. patton (1981) describes creative
evaluation as being:
situationally responsive, methodologically
flexible, consciously committed to matching
evaluation approaches to the needs and interests
of those with wholl one is working, and genuinely
sensitive to unique constraints and possibilities
of particular people and circumstances (p. 67).
Guba and Lincoln (l98l) in their attention. to
responsive evaluation concur with Patton' s identified need
for sensitivity and flexibili ty. They describe responsive
designs as ·continuously evolving and never complete."
(p. 30) and support use of collecting qualitative data
through unobtrusive means.
Procedures for evaluation of primary music must
"evolve~ from and "respond~ to the needs and interests of
those for whom these procedures are being developed. This
I evolution I must consider the varying situat ions to be
addressed and be flexible 1n accommodating "unique
constraints and possibilities of particular people and
circumstances" (Patton. 1981).
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The survey regarding current practises and concerns
helped identify the 'needs and interests' of those concerned
with evaluation. The sUbsequent step was to consider how to
address these needs and interests. Since teachers had
ideoti fied consistency, organization, and management of
evalua tion as concerns, it was decided that a handbook on
evaluation, outlining basic philosophy and recommended
procedures for evaluating pupil progress would
beginning step in the evolution of acceptable and credible.
evaluation practises. The intent of this document woula be
to provide a foundation from which teachers could develop
greater understanding of the concept and process of
evaluation and be able to implement evaluation procedures
efficiently and effectively in their classroom
programs. It would also aim to connect curriculum,
instruction, and evaluation as a basis for organization and
development of consistency in evaluation practises.
Based on this rationale, the handbook Evaluating
Primary Music was developed. Philosophy for evallll:ltion,
intent of the handbook, and directi ve for evaluating were
included to establish a fO'.mdation from which evaluation
procedures could evolve. Sections on music and evaluation
for levels Kindergarten to three were included to direct
attention to the intended focus of the program and reinforce
the need for evaluation procedures to emerge directly from
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the instructional program. Examples of class activities
aimed to illustrate how such activiti ...,s could be used to
gather evaluation information on pupils achievements. pupil
'fun sheets' with accompanying teachers guide sought to
illustrate how practical curricular activities could be
reinforced and assessed through use of written work.
section directed toward record keeping and sample checklists
and a focus on identification of aesthetic development were
also included.
Evaluation of the handbook.
Procedures to evaluate the handbook implemented
during its development and following its completion.
Throughout the development of the handbook experts in music
education and primary education were consulted to react to
the appropriateness and accuracy of the content, the clarity
of presentdtion for teachers, and suitability of student
sheets for primary children. Following completion of the
handbook teachers reClcted to its utility and accuracy by
responding to a questionnaire distributed for that purpose.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OP DATA
Introduction
The data collected from the questionnaire on the
evaluation of primary music provided the writer with
information regarding current practices and concerns.
Chapter four contains a sumJl\Ciry of findings, and an analysis
of the responses received. The content of each item and the
procedures employed to interpret the responses
described. Following this, the data gathered frolll each item
is tabulated and analysed to facilitate interpretation of
the responses received.
~
Section A of the questionnair'!:! sought to deterllline the
educational background and experience of the ['i!spondents.
Items focused on the years of university training. courses
taken in testing and evaluation, teachers' present teaching
certificate, and "their total number of years of teaching
experience.
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Table 1 outlines the academic training of respondents,
including the number of years of university training and
their present teaching certificate.
TABLE 1
ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS
Years of
University
Training
Percentage
of Teaching
Subjects Certificate
21%
36'
29\
'"
Percentage
of
Subjects
"36'
43\
'"
Table 2 outlines the years of teaching experience
indicated by the respondents.
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TABLE 2
RESPONDENT TEACHING EXPERIENCE
Years
Teaching
Experience
10+
10
8
7
6
5
4
1
Percentage
of
Subjects
14
14
7
14
7
14
7
22
Perusal of information contained in Tables 1 and 2 indi"Cates
that the majority of sUbjects participating in this study
were well educated and were experienced music teachers. All
of the SUbjects had completed four or more years of
university training and had been granted certificate four or
higher with eighty-six percent holding certificate five or
higher. The majori ty of respondents (seventy-nine percent)
have completed four or more years teaChing experience.
However, an obvious ~eficiency in their training was evident
in the lack of courses taken in testing and evaluation.
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Table 3 outlines the number of courses taken by
teachers in this area.
TABLE 3
COURSES IN TESTING AND EVALUATION
Number of Courses
Completed in Testing
and Evaluation
Percentage
of
Subjects
7%
7%
7%
'2%
57%
Information contained in Table 3 illustrates that the
majori ty of teachers (fi fty-sav!'!" percent) have not taken
any courses in testing and evaluation. Of the remainin9
teachers, twenty-two percent have taken one course and
twenty-one percent have taken than one course. Such
results denote a weakness in this area and would indicate
that many current evaluation practices and concerns have
evolved primarily from practical experience and exposure
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through the school setting rather than academic study.
Section B
Section B of the questionnaire sought to elicit
information present practices and with
evaluation of music at the primary level. The six questions
included in this section were designed to assist in the
development of a profile which would represent philosophies,
opinions, and evaluation practices in primary level music.
Information gathered from this sect ion of the
questionnaire is summarized by description and discussion of
each question.
Ouest ion one 3!.'ked teachers to prioritize program goals
based on their personal philosophy of music education.
Teachers were aSKed to prioritize the following goals by
assigning a numerical value of one to the most important
goal and ranking accordingly to six for the least important
goal. The goals identified were:
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(i) MUS ieal li teraey development
(ii) enjoyment of Music
(i i i) increased awareness of mus ic
(iv) appreciation of music
(v) participation in music
(vi) other (please specify)
By applying a system of ordinal variables, teachers'
priorities were identified. As teachere confined their
ranking of priorities to those areas identified, a point
system of fi va-to-one was assigned. Each area ranked one
was awarded five points; two - four points: three - three
points; four - two points: and five - one point.
Tabulation of these numerical values resulted in the
prioritization outlined in Table 4.
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TABrjE 4
PRIORITIZATION OF PROGRAM GOALS
Program
Goals
Enjoyment of music
participation in music
Appreciation of music
Musical literacy development
Increased awareness
Points
5e
45
45
35
25
The above table indicates that philosophically music
teachers are concerned with affective and attitudinal
as program priorities at the primary level.
Enjoyment of music, participation in music, and
appreciation of music clearly were considered higher
priorities during the primary years. However, the
relatively low ranking of musical literacy was not
considered a lack of concern with this area. Discussions
with teachers regarding the prioritization of this area
confirmed that musical literacy was also considered
important component of t"he primary music program.
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ouestion two- Opinions on evaluation of music at the
pnmary level.
Question two asked teacher's opinions regarding
evaluation of music at the primary level. Almost all
(ninety-three percent) of the respondents replied that music
should be evaluated at the primary level. Comments included
to support their statements reflected perception of
evaluation as being important for improving and analysing
program, monitoring pupil progress, improving teacher
effectiveness, and facilitating pupil motivation. Concern
with improving pedagogically to facilitate pupil progress
and achievement was particularly expressed, with connection
of evaluation and instruction intended as a means to "ensure
a solid foundation for all music learning." Such a
diagnostic approach to evaluation reflected positive
outcomes from evaluation practices. A.s stated by one
teacher, "the only way to improve pedagogically is by
measuring whether or not the stated objectives are being
realized wi thin the child' s classroom experience." Hhile
perceived values of evaluation were identified in the
comments included with the second question, problems with
evaluation were also identified. The need and value of
evaluation was accepted: however, difficulty with management
of evaluation and of consistency amongst teachers were
considered problems.
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The following statements by teachers indicate those
concerns and problems. "We must evaluate but we must have a
system that allows us to meet each child on a more
meaningful one to one basi s," and "we have to seriously
consider what we want to evaluate across the system so that
there is a consistency among teachers." The idea that
evaluation could negatively affect pupil reaction was also
stated - "at this age I feel the most important thing is
that children enjoy and participate in music classes. If
they are to be evaluated at all I think it should be in
terms of effort and class participation."
Also included in the comments were directives for how
to evaluate. Approaches suggested included I checkl ists,
informal evaluation, teacher observations, and evaluations
of individual participation, individual effort and
abilities. '
Question three- Frequency of evaluation practices.
Question three asked teachers to select the word which
best described the extent of their daily evaluation
practices. Response choices were:
(i)
(ii) occasionally
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(iii) always
(iv) frequent.ly
Table 5 outlines the response to this question.
TABLE 5
RATING OF FREQUENCY OF DAILY MUSIC EVALUATION PRACTICES
Response Percentage
Choices of
Subjects
Frequent Iy 50%
Always 21%
Occasionally 21%
Never /Always 7%
These results indicate that the majori ty of teachers
regularly evaluate in the classroom music program and
thereby support the importance of evaluation. One
participant replied both never and always. explaining "never
in terms of literacy development but always in terms of
effort and part icipat ion. "
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Ouestion four- Opinions regarding the purposes of
evaluatlon.
The fourth quet':tion outlined common purposes for
evaluating students and asked teachers to indicate their
opinions of each.
Teachers were asked to rate identified purposes for
evaluation as not important, of minor importance, important,
or very important. The purposes identified were:
(i) pupil progress relative to curricular objectives
(grade level objectives).
{iiI attitude demonstrated toward music.
(iii) pupil progress relative to antecedent conditions
(pupil's achievement prior to beginning class).
(iv) effort
(v) pupil progress relative to class objectives (not
necessarily grade level).
(vi) behaviour.
In addition to these purposes a section was included
for teacher input regarding purposes for evaluation not
identified by the author.
Responses submitted to this question then
tabulated and ranked, the results of which are outlined in
Table 6.
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TABLE 5
RANKING OF PURPOSES FOR EVALUA.TION
Purpose for
Eva.luation
Effort
pupil progress relative to
antecedent condi t ions
Behaviour/attitude demonstrated
toward music
pupil progress relative to
curricular objectives
Other
Points
4B
46
42
40
o
The results of this question indicate that teachers
perceive the effort demonstrated by primary children in
music classes to be the most important purpose for
evaluating pupils. However, the very close second place
ranking of 'pupil progress relative to antecedent
condi tions' indicates also with assessment of
individual development and progress. TheSE:! results denote
that teachers connect affective concerns with evaluation and
prioritize effort and attitude!. in their interpretation of
evaluat.ion at the primary level above pupil progress
relative to either class or curricular objectives.
Because the curricular content purposes
prioritized below affective and attitudinal areas, it was
considered necessary to re-examine t.he results to determine
more precisely the concern for these areas. It was found
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that even though pupil progress relative to class and
curricular objectives were ranked below attitude, effort,
individual achievement, and behavior, they were still
considered important for evaluating students. Consequently,
these areas w~re identified as concerns to be addresned in
evalua tion development.
cuestion five- Frequency and importance of identi fied
actiVIties used to qather evaluatIon data.
Question five asked teachers to indicate the frequency
of identified activities used to gather evaluation data and
the perceived importance of that information in the
development of a total profile of a child. Teachers
asked to indicate the frequency of use of speci. fied
activities according to a scale of almost always,
occasionally, hardly ever or never and were then asked to
indicate the perceive.... importance of information gathered
from that activity in developing a profile of the child.
Degrees of importance were identified by very important,
important, and not important. Activities specified for
student evaluation included:
(i) individual performances in class.
(i i) teacher-made task observation checklist.
(iii) student work folders.
(iv) (individual) observation of performance with c1.'l.ss.
(v) performancejwr i t ten quizzes.
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(vi) informal observation.
(vii) anecdotal records (descriptions if incidents that
occur during a school term).
(viii) behavior records.
(ix) other (please specify).
Responses from both ::. ...ctions of this question were
tabulated and ranked. Table 7 oullines the ranking of
frequency of procedures used to gather evaluation data.
TABLE 7
RANKING OP FREQUENCY OP PROCEDURES USED TO GATHER EVALUATION
DATA
Pracedu! e used
for Evaluation
(Individual) observation of
performance wi th class
Informal observation
Individual performance in class
Teacher made task
observation checklist
Anecdotal records
Student work-folders/quizzes
Behavior records
Points
52
50
48
41
36
35
28
60
The ranking indicated in Table 7 suggests that music
teachers employ unobtrusive, informa:" procedures for
evalua Hog pupi Is more frequently than formal procedllre.s.
Individual observation of pupils involved with their class
in class activities ranked just slightly above informal
observation and individual pupil performances as the most
frequent activities used by teachers for student
evaluation.
Procedures requiring written record keeping were used
considerably less and ranked below performance and
observation activities.
The ranking of the second section of this question
concerning the perceived importance of information gathered
from the specified activities is outlined in Table 8.
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TABLE 8
IMPOP.TANCE OF INFORMATION GA'l'RERED FROM EVALUATION
PRODECUMS
Procedure use
for Ellaluation
(Individual) observation of
performance wi th class
Informal observation
Individual performance in class
Teacher-made task
Observation checklist
Student work folders/behavior records
A.necdotal records
Points
3.
37
35
29
24
22
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Data gathered froa this ranking suggested that teachers
perceive inferllal, unobtrusive approaches to evaluation as
being most important. in developing an evaluat ion profile
of the child. Individual observation of pNformances with
the class. infcraal observation. and individual performance
in class were identified as activities considered most
important in collecting evaluation information. The other,
more formal activities were rated below the informal,
unobtrusive procedures.
comparison of the frequency and perceived importance
rating showed that the activities most frequently employed
to gather evaluation data were perceived as being most
imp:lrtant in determininq an evaluation profile of the child.
Infer.ation gathered from observation of individuals with
the class, infor.al observation, and 8010 perforllances in
class were closely ranked both in frequency of use and
importance to the teacher of inforaaticn gathered froll these
procedures. Teacher-made taSK observation checklist
ranked fourth and a significant decrease in importance
evident by the leap downwad in points from the third
ranking area.
Anecdotal records, student work fold~rs, quizzes, and
behavior records varied slightly in comparison between
frequency of use and illportance. However. all were
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consistent in being ranked considerably lower than the first
four activities identified on each scale. Based on these
results, music teachers employ a very practical approach to
evaluation. VSg of observation and performance as the most
frequent and most important techniques used for student
evaluation indicates that teachers feel that the most
meaningfuL information is derived through such informal and
unobtrusive means.
Question si:l- other concerns with evaluation
The final question included on the questionnaire
provided teachers wi th the opportuni ty to express comments
or concerns regarding evaluation of music at the primary
level that had not been addressed elsewhere on the
questionnai re.
Comments contained in this section reflected an
interpretation of evaluation being equated with
reporting. Statements such as "1 believe we will have to
consider individual needs vs. grade level aChievement," and
"letter grades seem to indicate failing and do not show
consideration of indi vidua I development," only
demonstrate the influence C'f dissatisfaction with present
approachp.s to reporting. From these comllents, evaluation is
apparently understood as reporting and
evaluation specifically related to reporting.
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.... ith
Other comments stressed the need to consider readiness
and individual development in the evaluation process and to
determine the musical success of a child beyond the easily
identified skill components of the program. Inadequate
time, too large numbers, and too many objectives were also
mentioned deterrents evaluating pupils.
Prioritization of redlistic goals for what bE.'
accomplished was recommended as an approach to addressing
these problems.
EVALUATION OF THE HANDBOOK
por.ative Evaluation.
During the development of Evaluating Primary Music the
writer consulted with experts in music education and primary
education to elici:; their reactions and suggestions
regarding the conten~ and presentation of the project..
These personnel were asked to consider the appropriateness
of the content. to comment on any weaknesses or deficiencies
they perceived, and to suggest any revisions or additions
they would recommend.
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One of the experts in music education consulted was the
curriculum consultant tor music: wi th the Department of
Education. She reacted very positively toward the project,
supported the approach taken, and stated that she felt it
would provide a useful and helpful resource for music
teachers. Activities for evaluation were reviewed and
accepted with some minor modifications. It was suggested
that in activities where children were required to notate
musical patterns that the term construct be used rather than
create to be consistent with the terminology used in Primary
Music: A Teaching Guide (1983).
One other concern identified was directed toward use of
a rhythmic activity requiring pupils to construct a phrase
of a known song as an evaluation procedure. It was
considered questionable whether such an activity COUld serve
as an assessment of the child's development when the child's
response could be influenced by how other children were
responding_ However, during discussion it was decided that
because observation by the teacher is an essential component
of the assessment procedure. use of such an activity would
focus on observing the Drocess followed in the activity and
therefore could provide val id information on the pupil's
development.
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No other changes were recommended for the handbook. It
considered com.l~lete an:! appropriate for evaluation of
primary level music.
In addition to the music consultant. music teachers who
are presently teaching the music program were consulted for
their reaction to the handbook's content and format.
Reaction was solicited from independent respondents
(teachers who had not been involved with the project from
its initiation) and participant respondents (teachers who
had been involved with the project from its beginning).
These teachers also reacted very positively and supported
the music COnsultant's view that the handbook would be very
helpful in evaluating pupil progress. The "fun sheets" were
considered a valuable and time-saving resource that would
assist teachers in gathering information on pupils' musical
understanding and development. The content wa<; again
considered cOllplete a:ld only tt,,] following recommendations
submitted:
(a) that sample sheets which could be used with other
musical examples be included,
(b! that hearts be drawn on dictation sheets to
indicate the number of beats in the dictation.
(c) that staffs for pupil's music writing be larger.
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Because the" fun sheets" would be used by priJiary level
pupils it was decided to consult with a primary specialist
during for.ative evaluation procedures to deterlline the
suitability and clarity of presentation of these sheets for
primary pupils. SOllie suggestions were lIlade concerning the
organization of the fun sheets to ensure that directions
would be clear and familiar in format to pupils of that
level.
The recommendations submitted were considered and
changes or additions made prior to completion of the final
draft •
SUHMATIVE EVALUATION
Evaluating Primary Music, a handbook on the evaluation
of primary lllusic developed for teacher use, sought to
provide a directive for evaluation of pupil progress in
pril\!lary level music. Teachers had expressed support for t.he
need to evaluate in music but felt that. organization and
management. for evaluation inhibited implementation of
evaluat.ion procedures in t.he classroom. It has been
indicat.ed that. evaluation procedures presently employed
focus primarily on informal observations. '.. HUe evidence
had been found to suggest that pre-planned, more formal
observations provided a component of evaluation procedures.
.8
In order to assist teachers in the management and
organization of evaluation procedures, the handbook outlined
the basic philosophy and recommended methodologies for
evaluation of pupil progress in the classroom music progralll.
As evaluation procedures related directly to
instructional strategies, activities which could be used for
evalua t i ve purposes included to illustrate the
connect ion between ins truet iona 1 and evalua t i ve techniques.
Also included were activity sheets designed for use with the
curricular program. suggested approaches for record keeping,
sample checklists for teachers. and attention to evaluation
of affective and attitudinal factors in the primary lIusic
progralCl.
Following cOllpletion and presentat.ion of t.he handbook,
a questionnaire was issued for t.eachers to complete. This
questionnaire was designed t.o deter.ine whether t.he handbook
addresses the information needs of teachers: it
perceived as useful and .....orthwhile: it approached t.he
problem in a realist.ic way: and it provided adequate
inforlllat.ion and direction. Teachers were also asked to rate
the degree to which the handbook was consistent with and
applicable to the philosophy and content of the primary
level music curriculum and with the music program they
t.each. The opportun! ty was also provided for teachers to
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identify topic{s) perceived to be most uaeful. topics
omitted which should be included, and general criticisms or
comments not included elsewhere in the questionnaire.
combination ranking/qualitative format was employed for the
development and organization of the questionnaire, Teachers
were asked to indicate the descriptor which best reflected
their opinions and to include any comments they felt would
clarify their thoughts.
Teacher reaction to Evaluating Primary Music as
indicated by infornlation gathered from analysis of this
questionnaire is summarized by the f0Uowing description and
discussion of each question,
Ouestion 1- Effectiveness of Evaluating Primary ~'usic in
outllnlng a chrectlve for eva]uatlng prlmary mUSle.
Question one asked teachers to rank the effectiveness
of Evaluating Primary Music in outlining a directive for
evaluating primary music. Table 9 indicates the results of
this question.
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TABLE 9
EFFECTIVENESS IN OU'I'LINING A DIRECTIVE FOR EVALUATING
PRIMARY KUSIC
Percentage
Response of
Choices Subjects
Completely 73
To a considerable degree 27
Somewhat 0
Not at all 0
The very positive reaction given to this question
indicates that the handbook was sllccessful in outlining a
directive for evaluating primary mu.~ic. Seventy-three
percent of respondents stated that Evaluating Primary Music
completely outlined a directive for evaluating primary music
while twenty-seven percent responded to 'a considerable
degre~' .
Ouest ion 2- Utility in providing a basis for a more
conSl.stent approach to evaluatIon.
Ouestion two sought. to determine the perceived
usefulness of Evaluating Primary Music in providing a basis
for a more consistent approc: ....h to evaluation. Reaction from
teachers was considered favorable. Party-seven percent of
respondents indicated that Evaluating Primary Music
completely provided a basis for a more consistent approach,
forty-seven percent indicated it provided a more consistent
approach to a considerable degree, and six percent felt that
it somewhat provided that basis.
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Table 1(1 summarizes thf! response to this question.
TABT,E 10
UTILITY IN PROVIDING A BASIS FOR A MORE CONSISTENT APPROACH
TO EVALUATION
Response
Choices
Completely
To a considerable degree
Somewhat
Not at all
Percentage
of
Subjects
47
47
6
o
Question 3- consistency and applicability to the philosophy
and content of the Primary level curriculum.
The third question elicited teachers' opinions of the
degree to which the content of the handbook was consistent
wi th and applicable to the philosophy and content of the
primary music curriculum. Because the directive for
evaluation outlined in the handbook focused on the
connection between curriculum, instruction and evaluation,
it was felt necessary to oetermine the perception of the
accuracy and usefulness of the handbook in relation to the
provincial music curriculum. As outlined in Table 11,
teachers indicated that the handbook was consistent with and
applicable to the content of the provincial curriculum. A.ll
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respondents replied positively with seventy-three percenl
indicating to a considerable degree in response to this
question.
TABLE 11
CONSISTENCY WITH AND APPLICABLE TO TAE PHILOSOPHY AND
CONTENT OF THE PRIMARY MUSIC CURRICULUM
Response
Choices
Completely
To a considerable degree
Somewhat
Not at all
Percentage
of
Subjects
73
27
o
o
Question 4- Consistency with the philosophy and content of
the school muSlC proqralll.
Because it was recognized tnat school music programs
ace not always consistent with the provincial curricululII,
question four sought to determine the IlppliCllbility of the
directive presenteu in the handbook with teachers'
individual music programs. Table 12 indicates the response
to this question.
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TASf.E 12
CONSISTENCY WITH AND APPLICABLE TO THE PHILOSOPHY AND
_. CONTENT OF THE SCHOOL MUSIC CURRICULUM
Response
Choices
Completely
To a consioerable degree
Somewhat
Not at all
Percentage
of
Subjects
47
47
The responses to this question supported the handbook
being consistent with and applicable to school music
programs. Comments inclucled some questionnaires
clarified why it was not always considered completely
consistent with school programs. Respondents identified
that varying levels of class achievement, program
development, and methodology approaches not specified (i.e.,
Orf! and movement content) as clarifications for responses
submitted.
Ouestion 5- Usefulness in teachers' development of
evaiuat lon procedures.
Question five was directed toward deter',nining the
usefulness of Evaluating primary Husic with respect to
teachers development of evaluation procedures. Reaction to
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this question was also very positive. As indicated in Table
13, sixty-seven percent of respondents indicated it
completely useful, twenty-seven percent indicated it
useful to a considerable degree, and six percent indicated
it las somewhat usefuL.
TABLE 13
USEFULNESS IN DEVELOPMENT OF EVALUATION PROCEDURES
Percentage
Response of
Choices Subjects
completely 67
To a considerable degree 27
Somewhat 6
Not at all 0
Question 6- Clarity and meaningfulness of the content of
Evaluatlng PrImary MUSIC.
The final question which provided descriptors for
respondents, sought to determine if the information provided
in the handbooK was presented clearly and in a meaningful
way. Table 14 outlines teachers' responses.
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TABLE 14
CLARITY OF PRESENTATION
Response
Choices
Completely
To a considerable degree
Somewhat
Not at all
Percentage
of
Subjects
73
27
o
o
As is outlined in the table, teachers responded
positively to this question with all respondents indicating
it was either completely clear and meaningfuL or cleal' and
meaningfuL to a considerable degree.
~- Topic(s) perceived to be most useful.
Question seven provided the opportunity for teachers to
identi fy the topic or topics which they perceived to be most
useful to them. The topics most frequently identified in
this question were the' fc.n sheets' and the record keeping/
checklist section. Other respcndents identified activities
for evaluation as being most useful while others indicated
that all topics were considered useful.
Ouestion B- Topics omitted which need attention.
Question eight asked participants to identify topics
not included which neeJ to be .J.ddressed in order to identify
areas for future development. The majority of respondents
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did not identify additional topics in this question. The
only topic which was specifically mentioned was the need for
attention directed toward evaluation for 'special needs'
children.
Question 9- Comments or criticisms not included elsewhere
in the questionnaIre.
The final question provided teachers with the
opportunity to include any comments or criticisms not
represented on the questionnaire. Comments included in this
section further supported the work and its value in
assisting in the organization for evaluation. one
resl?ondent considered some of the 'fun sheets' to be too
difficult for her pupils but recognized that they could be
used at later grade levels in her situation while another
requested an expansion of +;h~ r:hec'klist development for
levels Kindergarten, two and three.
Conclusions
The questionnaire completed by respondents for
Evaluating Primary Music, a handbook for the evaluation of
primary level music, indicated that the project was
considered very worthwhile and beneficial to primary level
music teachers. Reaction to the effectiveness, uuefulness,
clarity, and meaningfUlness was quite positive and
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suppo=tive of the direction taken. Based upon the reaction
outlined in the responses given. it was determined that
Evaluating ?rilllary Music had been successful in providing a
beginning directive for evaluation of pupil progress in
prillary level music.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY OF PURPOSES AND PROCEDURES, FINDINGS AND
IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDA.TIONS.
Music programs in schools of Newfoundland and Labrador
have traditionally been either recreationally or performance
orienteC:;. The inclusion of music in school programs was
viewed either as a diversion from rigorous academic sUbjects
or as a time to prepare for concerts, school assemblies, and
other special occasions. ~o curriculum. books or other
teaching resources were supplied to provide direction for
the program. consequently. the content of the program
dependent on the pdorities established by the schools and
resources supplied from teacher or school sources.
wi thin the last twenty years music has been granted
greater support and recognition provincially through the
combined efforts of the Music Council of the Newfoundland
Teachers' Association, Memorial university, and the
provincial government. At the primary/elementary level a
curriculum guide and revised program was issued by the
Department of Education following the appointment of the
first music consultant in 1970. The beginnings of a
provincial curriculum along with the availability of more
of which is the
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qualified music specialists to teach in the schools provided
the beginning of a more consist.ent program provincially.
However, dissatisfaction with this curriculum guide was
expressed. More specific direction was needed if programs
were to become more consistent and provide a ~tronger
foundation in music education for the pupils.
Primary Music: A Teaching Guide (1983) addressed many
of the concerns identified by teachers. The curriculum and
guidelines contained within this document established a new
direction for music education in the province. Objectives
for a developmental, child oriented program were clearly
stated and ~he basis for an organized, consistent program
established. A foundation from which could evolve sound
music education programs that would develop musical
potentials, skills, and lmderstandings through activities
and experiences suited to the developmental level of the
child was now provided. While this curriculum guide has
been favorably received and has r~sponded to some previously
identified needs, its implementation has resulted in
identification of other concerns,
evaluation of pupil progress.
Prhlary Music: A Teaching Guide clearly outlines a
sequential, developmental Drogram directed toward
development of musical literacy. Its philosophy promotes
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greater understanding and appreciation of music through
participation in activities appropriate to pupils'
developmental level. The intent of the program is to
facilitate musical learning and develop children's musical
abilities through an enjoyable, participatory approach to
music education.
For many music: teachers the implementation of this
curriculum called for a different approach to instruction.
\ihile music at this level had previously been an acti.vity
oriented program, the organization and teaching skills
required to plan and implement the revised program had not
previously been given substantial attention. Also, a music
series or set of texts had always been available for class
use by the teacher. However, the revi sed program pr.omoted
resource-based ra ther than text based teaching.
consequently, teachers were required to organize and plan
new approaches to instruction as well as search for
appropriate resource materials to use in the classroom
program. The teaching guide and inservice sessions
ddsigned to assist teachers in this planning and
implementation, as was evident in the attention directed
toward procedures for instructional strategies and refOources
for teaching. But even though the need for evaluation was
recognized as essential in the teaching process, inservice
Bt
and materials focused on the elements of teaching and did
not directly address the area of evaluation.
The need to evaluate became evident to teachers as they
worked on implementation of the program. However, problems
with identi fication of how and what to evaluate also were
evident as teachers expressed difficulty with management and
organization of this area.
Discussions with the Curriculum Consultant in Music for
the Department of Education supported the need to address
the topic of evaluation. Problems with evaluation of music
were being identified throughout the province and it
apparent that study and development of direction for
evaluating music was required.
Summary of Purposes and Procedures
The major purpose of this stUdy was two-fold: first,
to determine what music teachers perceive as important for
evaluation and how they presently evaluate pupil progress;
second, to develop a resource book which would help teachers
establish a consistent framework for evaluati:1g primary
level music.
In chapter two literature pertaining to educational
evaluation, music education methodologies, and evaluation of
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music was reviewed to assist in determining the direction to
follow in developing guidelines for evaluation of pupil
progress in music.
Chapter three indicates the source of data and
procedures implemented throughout the study. Fullan' 5
(1982) recognition of the need to understand what is
happening in education coupled with characteristics of
"naturalistic" and responsive approaches to educational
evaluation assisted in formulation of the approach to pursue
in addressing the problem identified. In order to gather
information from teachers regarding current practises and
concerns with evaluation of primary music, a questionnaire
was designed and distributed. Information gathered from the
questionnaire was tabulated and analysed then presented to
teachers for further input from them, Following this, the
resource book was developed. T'lroughout development of the
resource book specialists in music and primary education
were consulted for input on the content and format of the
resource. Once developed, the handbooK was presented to
teachers and a questionnaire on the content and utility of
the resource completed. These results were then analysed to
determine if the resource had successfully responded to the
needs idenl:.ified. Teacher reaction was very positive and
supportive af the work, They considered it very worthwhile,
useful and beneficial.
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To analyse t.he data, as indicated in chapter four, responses
to items contained on the questionnaire were ranked by
assigning a system of ordinal variables. Responses were
studied and analysed to develop a group profile of attitudes
toward and concern with evaluation of primary music.
Chapter four contains tables which summarize the responses
of the teacher questionnaire and an analysis of the
responses submitted. Findings determined from this
analysis, helped ider.tify specific areas of concern and
provided information on toachers' evaluation practises.
This information, along witll that included in the literature
concerned with educational evaluation, indicated the
approach needed to address the problem.
Study of evaluation and examination of the data derived
from the questionnaire highlighted the complexity of
educational evaluation and the vastness of its content.
However, the need to develop direction for the organization
and management of evaluating pupil progress was evident.
While extensive inservice and study is needed to
satisfactorily address evaluation of music, it
determined that a handbook which provided an outline and
directive for evaluation of pupil progress in primary music
would establish a beginning step in the evolution of
evaluation procedures for primary music.
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Findings and Implications
Analysis of inform... tion contained within completed
questionnaires and gathered from meetings with teachers
provided information on current practices and concerns in
evaluation and direction for addressing the needs
identified.
Input from the questionnaire gave recognition to
teachers' concern with affective and attitudinal aspects of
the music program. Teachers goals for primary music
stressed development of enjoyment of, participation in an"
appreciation of music above musical literacy development.
Also, when asked their opinions regarding the purpose of
evaluation, teachers ranked effort and individual progress
as the two most important purposes. Behavior and attitude
both ranked 'third most important with pupil progress
relative to class objectives and curricular objectives
following close behind.
These findings indicate that music teachers are
primarily concerned with affective and attitudinal musical
development at the primary level. While it is essential
that teachers be concerned with promoting positive attitudes
toward and participation in the classroolll music program, it
is also essential that the curricular program be addressed.
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If music programs are to be complete and implemented as
intended then both the developmental organization of the
curriculum and the promotion of positive attitudes toward
and involvement in music must both comprise the focus of the
instructional program. Musical skills and learning as
identified in the curriculum should be developed through
instructional strategies that are enjoyable to the child and
foster positive attitudes toward, and participation in,
music.
Teachers concern with effort and individual pupil '5
progress as main reasons for evaluation reflect sensitivity
toward children and concern wi th determining the degree of
progress ac-hieved by individual pupils. However, if effort
and individual progress are to be evaluated validly, then it
is essential that the teacher know and understand pupils as
individual children. Hi thout '>uch knowledge and
understanding, evaluation findings can be considered
subject i ve and biased.
Music teachers supported the need for evaluation at the
primar}o level and in their comments indicated effective
instruction, program development, and analysis of pupils'
strengths, weaknesses, and progress fo,
evaluating. Other comments identified problems and concerns
associated with evaluation such as management of evaluation
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when working with many children for ol relatively short tia:e,
and establishment. of consistency in evaluation practises
amongst music teachers. Consequently organization and
management of evaluation procedures .ust be addressed in
development of a directive for evaluation of prilllary level
music.
Another illustration of teachers sensit ivi ty and
understanding of primary children was found in their support:
of unObtrusive means as their approach to evaluating pupils
progress. From information submitted, it was apparent that
observation is the most frequent and most important
evaluation procedure used by teachers. Data collected also
i nd iea ted that informal observa t ion frequently
employed than forllal observation. While it is recognized
that much information can be gathered from informal
observation, it is also recognized that knowledge gathered
frOID casual, incidental or informal observation is likely to
be incomplete and needs to be amplified by more systematic,
deliberate observation (Almy, Genishi, 1983). 1\lso, the
need to record observations is recognized as being essential
if progress is to be appraised accurately (Almy, Genishi,
1983). Memories eare considered unreliable and susceptible
to inaccurate information.
Because teachers collecti vely rely informal
observation and do not consistently
.7
evaluation
procedures which require record keeping, their evaluation
findings may be considered invalid or inaccurate. Therefore
more organized observation procedures need to be implemented
and record-keeping practises employed if more accurate and
credible information on pupil progress is to be recorded.
The questionnaire provided the opportuni ty for teacher
input evaluation. In the presentation of the
questionnaire, teachers were asked to disregard reporting at
this time and to think of evaluation without the
implications of reporting. However, repeatedly throughout
comment sections of the questionnaire. references were made
to grading and reporting. Because of this, the question of
interpretation of reporting as e~'aluation has arisen. The
int~nt of this study was to focus on the current practices
and concerns of evaluating music at the primary level with
the understanding that the areas of reporting and grading
cannot. be rationally addressed before the what and how of
evaluation are determined.
Conclusions and Recoallendations
Teachers of primary music are concerned that pupils
enjoy and participate readily in the music program.
Affective aspects dominate cogni ti 'Ie in their
BB
philosophy of music for this level. However, curricular
development and pupi 1 progress relative to developmental
musical learning need be addre99~d in addition to affective
and attitudinal concerns in attending to a complete program.
Sensitivity to children and concern with promoting
positive attributes were perceived from teacher's reactions
and comments. Teachers recognized individual differences in
children's developmero~ and supported the need to recognize
and reinforce achievement at every level.
While it is evident that teachers can readily identify
their concerns for evaluation and recognize the approach for
evaluation most appropriate for primary level pupils,
problems with organization, management and consistency
evaluation practises exist. Also, even though informal
evaluation is most frequently employed, formal,
pre-planned observations are needed in order to provide more
complete information. Along with more formal observation is
the need for recording observations. As stated in the
literature, recording observation is essential if programs
are to be appraised accurately, thus if pupils are to be
fairly and accurately assessed records of observations need
be maintained.
Despite instructions not to consider reporting,
references to grading and reporting recurred throughout
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comments on the questionnaire. Before ways of reporting can
be determined, organization of what should be ,"",valuated and
suggestions for approaches to evaluation need be
es tabli shed. Provisions of such organization would
£,;cilitate teachers' organization and management of
evaluation of pupil progress and assist in establishment of
consistency amongst teachers.
Recoamondations
'I'he above stated conclusions for:n the basis for the
following recommendations:
(1) That study and investigation of evaluation of
pupil progress in music continue as an ongoing
process to further sensitize teachel'!1 to effective
evalua tion management.
(2) That teachers meet regularly to share concerns and
discuss their experiences with evaluating pupil
progress.
(3) That the handbook be piloted in other school
districts to determine its potential use for
assisting teachers in the evaluation of pupil
90
progress in JIlusic.
(4) That attention be given to evaluation o[ music in
higher graue levels.
(5) That naturalistic or responsive approaches to
evaluation be studied lIore extensively in relation
to the goals and objectives of the Illusic education
program.
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APPENDIX A
QUESTIONNAIRE TO DETERMINE
CURRE~T EVALUA.TION PRACTICES AND NEEDS
"Qt'ESTIONKAIRF.
Pr!lIlar~ Music Tead.ffS
PLEAS" CIRCl.E THE APPROPRIATF. RESPONSE,
Yt"r~ of untvl!rslt~· cra!nin,!!;.
Couues uken in tesclnjl; .nd evduation. o 1 ) ,
Present teachlnll certificate. I 2: 3 ~ 5 6 7
Total nUlllber of 'lears uach1n~ experience. I 2: 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10 more
"I. Husic prOKrllm!; can have a llul:Iber (of different philosophical
frsme\lorks and lZoal~. PIu!'!' pr1{1ri~l' the follo1O'in~ broad prORr8n:
lZosh accordinJ: tC' vl.'Iur fli'nOna} philosophy ('If music
education. (J -most irnrortant j1.oal
6 • least il:\pC'Ttanr ll.oal)
musical Hursey devl'l(lpment
en.loyml!nt of music
Increasl'dalo'8T£'ness
apj'lTl'ciarionl:lflllUsic
participation in music
ocher (please speci!\')
2,no you think that Music l'hould be evaluated at the primary level?
"'h~' or ...hy not?
3. Please place ar: X before the ftel'! ...hich hest characterizes \'(lur
dailv music evaluation practice:
occasionall\' Tarel\' freque.,tl'"
it. Belo,. are cOllllll.on purpo;es for evaluating students. Please place
an X in the appropriate column, to indicate your opinion of each of
these cot=.:'n purposes.
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(1) ,..::=-il progress relative to curriculBr objectives
\i::-ade level objectives)
(11) a:atude demonstrated to.....ard music.
{iii) ;:;,;?il progress relative to antecedent conditions.
l.-.Jpll's achievement prior to beginning class)
(iv) e::fort
(v) p.:?ll progress relative to class objectives.
(;,.:>t necessarily grade level)
(vi) b.. havior
(vii) c:her (please specify)
Ijig} #1 j/
... E~ g »1
g ~ ~ ~'
I
I
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"6. Please su=ar1te your concerns or cOllll:lenu regarding evaluation at the
prll1l8ry level:
APPENDIX B
SUMt·IATIVE EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE'
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EVALUATING PRIMARY MUSIC
Date: _ Name (optional) _
Please indic.ate the descriptor which best represents your opinions on the following
questions. Alao, plesse include any COllllllents you would like to include to elaborate
on your response.
1. Haa Evaluating Primary Music. outlined adequately
a directive for evaluating primary music? _
2. Do you think Evaluating Primary Music provides a
basis for a more consistent approach to evaluation?
3. Is the content of Evaluating Priulary Music
consistent with Bnd applicable to the philosophy
Bnd content of the primary level music curriculum?
4. Is the content of Evaluating Primary Music
consistent with the philosophy and content of
the music program you implement? _
0 Completely
0 To a Condder-able Deatee
0 Somewhat
0 Not at all
0 Completely
0 To a Consider-able Degree
0 Somewhat
0 Not at all
0 Completely
0 To a Consider-sble Degr~e
0 Somewhat
0 No\: at all
0 Completely
0 To a Consider-able Degree
0 SOlllewhat
0 Not at all
- 2-
5. Do you think Evaluating Primary Hude 'Will be
beneficial to you in your development of
evaluation procedures? _
6. Was the content of Evaluating Primar<' Music
preaented in a clear and meaningful vay?
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D Completely
D To • Consider-able Degree
D SOllewhat
D Not at all
D Completely
D To a Cons1der-able Degree
D SOllewhat
D Not at all
7. Which topic(s) will be IllOst useful tc you? _
8. Were there any topics not included w:'ich you think should be addressed? Please
indicate _
9. Please :include any comments or criticisms you have not been able to include
elsewhere in this questionnaire?
APPENDIX C
EVALUATING PRIMARY MUSIC
A HANDBOOK fOR EVALUATION OF PRIMARY MUSIC
lNfiEX
A. lntroduction
B. lntent of Handbook
C. Directive fot' Evaluating;
D. Kinder~a1'ten Program and Evaluation
E. Music in Grades 1, 2 and 3
F. Activities for Classrootl Evaluation
-beat
- rhvthmic identification
- in-tune sin~in~
- melodic identification
Pal/:e
II
18
19
104
G.
H.
1.
J.
K.
Music Fun Sheets.
Teachers' Guide for Fun Sheets.
Record Keepinl/:.
Checklist Samples.
Evaluation of Affective and AttHudinal
Factors in the Primary Music Pr..:ll/:ram
'4
25
40
41
Appendix A - Level One Fun Sheets
Appendix B - Level Two Fun Sheets
Appendix C - Level Three Fun Sheets
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Evaluating Music; in the PrimarY Grades - A Handbook for Teachers
A priority identified by primary level mudc reachet"s is the
presentation of prograllls ...hle.h enCOUrall,f children to en,1oy end
participate in mllsic. Tnchers aim to promoU' positive attitudes both
tOllard the area of music and the individual child's musical abilities
throu~h classes which actively involve children 1n !IlIIsical experiences
appropriate to their developmental leveL
Yhl1e foster1n~ enjoyment of and participation in music is baste
to the phllosoph)' of the primary Illusic pro~ram, another component - tho!
development of basic music literacy - 1s also of vital sill,nificance.
Spedfic ob.1ectivu outlining developmental levels of literacy
development are stated in PrimarY Music: A teaching Guide, and
provide direction for instruction at the classroom level. Hwever, it
is the intention of the primary U1US1.C pro~raTll that these literacy
skills and understandings be developed through activities that are
enjo\'able and rel/arding to the child as Yell as developmentalh>
appropriate. Learning should evolve naturally. as children are
directed through activities "'hich prol'ide the opportunity for
development of musical skills; prepare for the disc:overy of lIlusical
c:onc:epts snd understandings. and are enJoyable and satisfying to the
c:hUd, All criteria need be re81ized if the program is to be
c:onsidered COmplete and a success.
The intent of this document is to focus on evaluation of pupil
progress and ach1e.vement at the primary level. It does not propose to
prOVide a specific. directed Ruide to evaluation but vill provide
information on the approach recommended for evaluation at this level
and contdn examples of musical activities and WTitten exercises which
can be ustd in the c18ssroom for evaluation purposes.
[06
Evaluation in che Primar. Years
Evaluation of .uaic It the Jlr1..ar~' hVlel should nelve directly
fro. the instructional program and should be .pproached throu~h
unobtrus1ve .ean•.
In order to plan appropr:1att instruction for pupU. and determine
thdr achinement .nd proRuss, teachers need feedback and 'information
froll the children. "Han the'\,' developed and achieved vhat ",as intended
through the instructional progrn?" and "are tlltre problems evident
which will inhibit further leaTnln~?" are but u/o of tile questions
teachers must anSIIH in order to develop profiles of pupils' lIlusical
development and the program's pfORress. DurinR these earlv years of
school, observation is the basic tool tuehers of younR ch:1ldren us. to
I"!'>praise the prOl;rel!l of individuals and the group (Ablv. Genishi..
~ :::186).
Teachers need to observe bebavioTS demonstrated in the clt5sroo.
to gather ntceS5al')' inforution for evaluat.ion purpoles. For the
teacher these observationl are both forul and lnfor.al - forul eo the
de~ne that particular activities are planned Iptci!1t111y for the
purpose of evalu.ting••nII the informal in that a sendtive teacher
learns more about her pupUs throuRh attendin~ to spontaneous
occllrrences that happen in clas5 and prO\lide IIOre infoBation on the
child.
Re~u1ar clan activities provide a basic nsource for pupil
evaluation throllgh teacller observation. For chi child such activit1n
should be ones l<I1th which he is thorou~hlv faldl1at" and comfortable.
They should be plft of the class routine and perceived of 85
appl1cations of regular music content. fot" the teacher. theSt
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activities provide opportuTlitle~ to observe behaviors which demonstrate
that learnin~ hu occurred and 2athu information on how pupils have
progressed in their ~usic pro'ium.
Sud\ teacher-planned, formal evaluation observations are needed
prepare valid evaluation proHle. /Is stated by Ably and Genishi,
knowled~e gained from casual, incidental observation is likely to be
incomplete. $vstematlc, deliberate observations are needed to prOVide
lllOTe specific: and complete information.
As pupils develop academical Iv and musically, pencil and paper
\lork cao also be used to I!:athr mote infomation for the teacher.
However, if the information Rathered from such materials Is to be
deemed valid, the wrltten material should evolve directly fo.m the
classroOJl experiences and should be desip:ned to shOll in IIr1tten form
\/hat: has been practiced throu~h classroom activities. Exallples of such
lITit:ten exercises are found in this handbook.
Another vital COl:lponent of the evaluation process is recC"'rdln,l( the
infornation ll.athered. While this may appear to be a most difficult
task to a music teacher who sees hundreds of children only twice a
lIeek, observation done without record keepinlt is futile - lIlemories are
unreliable and inaccuracies can easily occur. Consequentlv, checklists
or s1lllple anecdotal recordin~ are e.'Isential if prollress is to be
accurately asnssed.
la'
It has heen said that checkllst~ lind Tecordln~s are tonfinlnR and
inh1b1tln~ to the child. However. as stilted bv Cartwrlj:tht and
Cartwrbbt (197~).
"if rellchers strive to make oh!'lervatlon a routint>
inte~r;::al part of their teachinR. then learners will
not view their belnlt observed as an extraordinary
occurrence and the observer 10'111 be unobtrusive. Be"lnll
unobtru!'live and svoidinll, tIle cl"lntrivcd situation "'ill
enhance the inceJ!;ritv and objectivity of the
observat.ion and probablY the rellnhility of the data
recorded." (p. 39),
To conclude, evaluation and instruction must be inextritablv
interwoven. Both areas mugc lntercpnnect U nl'ed!> of the child and
proA;ram sTe to be effectively addressed. An emphasis which must be
stressed is that evaluation should be succes!I-oriented for the child
and focus on what thev have achieved rathet than what thev have not
achieved. It should aill'! to identify where the child is developmentallv
as delllonstltated thr<'lull;h classroom activities and be directed to\laTd
purposely Jl;atherin.e; specific information nnd describin~ musical
prOl!;ress. Frolll such study should evolve ~reater underst8r.din~ of the
child and should provide direction for future in1itruction,
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Evaluation at the Kindergarten Level
Children at the kindergarten hvd need tilllt to experience the
elelllf!nts of music throu~h jllrticipatinR, 1n sinl'%tnlt. l1stenin~. and
IlOvlnlt to music. Basic .kills 1n I:lIlslc - !uch III sinKing 1n tune and
respondln~ accuratelY to rhyth. IIlUS[ be achieved before llIore advanced
instruction should be considered. The klnderl!.lt'ten ltvd provides the
tilllt! and opportunity for development of lueh skills through exploration
and play 1n musical attiv1tlu. Vac:al exploration and experimentation,
chants, singing. and muel' 1II0Velllent should form the basis of the
kindergarten program. A basic scnlt repertoire, uulul for developinll:
in·tune sin81nFt. as well lIS lrIakinR conscious literacy ob1ectives 1n
more advanced levels, should be introduc:ed durinp; this year. Other
song lIIateriAb suc:h II those appropriate for thematic: development
should also be induded in the kindtr,urten repertoin. 11'1 addition to
sinp;ing activities, kinder~arten children should be provided many
opportunities to explore lIusic rhvthmicall)' through 1lIOvement. Crt:ative
rhythmic interpretation, 1Il0vin~ freely to llIusic, interpretinR
repertoire \lith actions. and lIimick1n~ directed lIovelHnt should
constitute basic cOl:Ipor.ents of the music prop;rana.
Along With development of Ilusical performanc:e skills children
should be introduced to buic cOlllparatives in IllUde voc:abulary - Le.
lOUder/softer, hip;her/101Jer, faster/slover and should apply use of
these tet1lls in their claSS'room experiences.
HO
Kindergarten is a [!tIle for enloyment, exploration and experience.
Evaluation of the kindergarten ('hUd in music should be directed toward
observation of whether or not bade. music skills are developinll. Class
activities should provide ample oppottunitte8 for the teacher to listen
to and observe children's musical development in these bastc areas:
- Singing klnder~arten level repertoire in tune
- Respond!n'>, accurately to the beat
- Participating cooperatively in elISa activities
The importance of this level cannot be overstressed, for without
development of these basic musical skills further Dlusicsl development
1s greatly inhibited. Therefore, the kinduf'tarten level should be used
to focus on. develop. and practice these basic areas. Fr.:lm such 8
pro~ralll should evolve a musical fl)undation from Io'hieh 11 solid music
pr0ll:ulll can develop.
U1
Levels 1, 2 and 3
Music in levels one, [\10 and three continues to be an activity.
participatory based proll;ram. Active involvement in music espetiallv
throulI.h movement, speech. and sin11.111ll, activities provides the fram,;,work
throUllh IIhich children experience and learn about music. However, onte
children are ready. developllent of literacy skills is introduced. To
facilitate development of literacy skills basic son~ ,:,epertoire should
be expanded to include material relevant to melodic and rhythmic
patterns introduced for resdinl1. development. However, these SOllll,
lIlaterials as well as other materials used in the program, should be
introduced and reinforced in an en.1oyable lIay so that children continue.
to feel positive about their !!lusical e':verience. Progress and
readiness to c.ontinue learninll should constantlv be monitored to insure
that instruction is appropriate to pupil developmental level. Above
all. this pro~ram shlluld continue to be success-oriented, and encourage
children to !eel positive and enthusiastic about their musical
abilities and involveJlent. Children should be Ru1ded COllard literacy
development in Ilays that are both me.aninllful and enjoyable to them.
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Class Activities for ule in Evaluation
As has been staud previously, evaluation activities should evolve
fro. flAulat classrooll acchicles with vhleh children are thoroughly
familiar. The folloy!n. art n8111ples of activities which can be uud
to detlndne if the inttndd learnings have been realized. The basic
rhythmic and melodic areas have been catellorlnd to outHne appropriate
exat:lples of activities for use 1n fivaluation.
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A. Beat Competene,-
The abU1tv to respond to and accurateb' demonstrate beat Is a
basic skill upon which further rhvthmic develoilment is contin~ent.
Children need man:- opportunities to respond to the beat of music in 1
order to internalize the feeling and cerine coordination needed to
accurately demonstrate it.
The faUDlo/toR activities focus on the child's ability to
demonstrate bear and prOVide examples of different approaches whith can
be used to help develop the child's beat competency.
Intent: The intent of the follolo11ng activities is to determine
whether the child has developed the abi11t~· to demonstrate beat.
l.~
Select a rhythmic rhyme which the children know well and enjo~.
Nursery rhymes and skipping rope chants provide some appropriete
examples. Chant the rhyme as a class and ask individual children to
demonstrate different ways of showin~ the beat. (I.e. patting their
heads. clapping their hands).
10
2. Follow the Lnder
Play II ree.ordintt havinR II clear t>eat - e..It_ "Poocom" on Music:
Builders 1. Seltcr" chUd to be the lucln and leAd the class til
sh~'lnR the bellt.
3. Sonl!: Dramatizations
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S'!lect a son" ....hich encouTaRes the child [0 respond co the text of
the sonp. by m..vinp; inteTpretlvel~ to the music. EXPlIlples include
Johnny One Hantlltr (halllmer{nR); five La Baby 01'1 (rockinll; a babv); and Jh
JOIl: (a horse trotting). The elIIss should .1nR the aonl!: together and
individuallY show the beat by movln~ interpretatIvely.
Playa recordtn!:! and instruct the class to l:\Ove to the beat of the
IllUde beinR phyed lind to freeze or turn into II s[uue when the lIusic:
stops - observe 1'10,", the children mo"'e.
5. Pass It On
A leader is chosen to sho.... a \lay of dellionstrlltlnR the beat while
hearing II reeorded selection of Illude. At a predetenllined sh;nal the
leader tags another child to tab over and lud the class.
B. Rhvthmic Identification
1. Guess Mv Sonl1:!
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Intent: To inditate whether the child has developed the ability
't"OdIS'tinl1:uish rhythm patterns of kno\o7ll sonp;s and accurately
perform them.
Fonnat: Select and list three know som:s. Ask individual
children to select one of these sonRS and clap its beginning
rhythm. Ask other children to "Il:uess" the song selected.
2. Echo Clapping
Intent: To indicate the child's ability to distinRuish and
repeat rhythmic patterns heard.
Format: Establish the beat and echo c1ll",,1ol1: procedure. Vary
patterns in IenRth and complexity dependini1: on the level of
development.
Intent of Activities 3 to 7
ThCl followinR rhvthm sc:th'1ties foc'Js on the child's ability to
hear, repeat, remember. and notate. It 1s one of the r'l':lnninR steps
in developing children's music literacy and connectinR understanding
between what is heard or performed and what is written. Given ample
experience and preparation this should not prove to be difficult for
children. However, care should be taken to ensure pupils are
successful in these activities. Therefore, bednninll activities should
be introduced at an easy level to enable children to become familiar
and comfortable with the procedures.
12
3. Rhythlll Echou
Fo~at: Clap. rhyth. pattun. The child ahould el:;ho the
rhythlll and II' the rbytblD eyn.blu.
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E.C. I. TI.,cher claps:
Pupil claps
n
n
n
n
and .ays
2. Teacher:
Pupil
3. Teacher:
Ti-ti ta ti-ti ta
r1l I 1m I
Pupil: ti-tika ta like tib ta
to. Construct!"! Rhythllls
FOrMt: Clap or phy • rhythm. Chili constructs the rhythlll
----pittern they hurd vith sUcks or atlrnn.
Level One: I n 1
Level Two: n n d
Leve1 Three: 1m I n I
13
5.~
Foru.t: Identify [WO or thru very raaUbr son~s with
different beginnlnjt rhythms - I.e. Rdn Rain Go A",&y
In .nd Out
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Ask children to choose I sonll frolll those selecud and construct
the fine four buu of the sonS! wIth rhnhm sticks.
Select indivldul1 children to dap the rhythm they've constructed
and name the sonf: they selected.
6. "1'1, Composition"
Fonut: Esub)ish the Ieflltth of the "c01ll0051[lon",
~ children to creau and construct their 0\11\
rhythms, either by using sticks or pencil and paper, and then
perform their "colllpos1[ionlf for the Cl.ll.
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7. Rhvthlllic dietltion
(i) EIlub11lh the length of the dictation plctor1a~ly by
showing the nUlIlber of beats.
(11) Esublbh the beat and focus the c188& on feelinR the
beat.
(11i) Chp the rhythm pattern.
(iv) ClolS echoes the rhythm pattern.
(v) Repeat tht rhythm pattern.
(v1) Class notatu the rhythlD pattern.
(v11) Repllat 'Raln for the clan to check their work
Sample Fra'~e I dictation
I n I I
Sal:lp~e et'.de 2 dictation
n n cl
Sa.ph gt"8de 3 dict.tion
nlllRl
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8. Rhvthmic ConvfrllItion (Grade 2-))
Intent: To deltOnstrilte the ;\b11itv ttl trt"te and peden
rhythmic: patternl.
Example:
""
1 101111 clap a "question" to you and "'{thour m1ssinA a beat, you
dap an answer bllek to me. Mv question 101111 be four heats lon~
1\nd your answer should be four beats 101'111. too. Todav we will use
I and nin our rhythlllic conversation (or I,nand d)'
16
9. Ilhythalc Chdna
Intent: To de.on.tute: tM ability to create and perlona.
rhythm p_[tenus.
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Foraat: IlbJtbalc chltns are slmnar to rbythaie convers.Uons
except the ulcher don not intervene betvnn pupils. Wltll this
activity the rueher uy begin tbe chain I' vell I' eetabUsh the
length of each ThythlDic patttrn and tbe klllds or notes to u...
Length Ind level of difficulty "'ou14 inc:reut 8. levels advance.
e.g. (I) Teacher: n
Pupil I: n n
Pupil 2: n
Pupil ): n n
(b) Telchu: III n
Pupil 1: 11ft nI
Pupil 2: nI IRl
PupU ): n 11ft
11
10. Fluh CSl'''S ~ IIhythllllt Reading
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Prepne nuh cuds cont.ining the rh}'ti'los known to the
chu. As'-. adected children [0 say and clap or juU clap, the
rhythm they aet on the cards. Cards. lIhDUld be prepared ucing
rhythm symbols and luff notat 10n to hdp children adjust to
reading music witun on tbe suff.
11. Rhythttl F111~Jn
Chant. phnse of ,hart nursery rh)"lnt or verse. Ask the child
to say in rhythlll \Ising t.', lind U's or whatever -rhythmic
patterns are nnded.
n n
Teacher: Hix it once IIIb 1t [\lice
n n n
Mix that chicken soup \11th riCe
Child: Ti-U ta Ti-ti ta
11-tl Tl-tl Ti-ti til
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C. In-Tune Sindna
Just as rhythmic develooment is contln~ent upon developing the
ability to respond ac.curatelv to beat. so -:'5 melodic development
contingent upon the ability to sin~ in tune. The followinlt activities
focus on ways of assessin~ 1£ individual pupils have developed the
ability to s1nlO; 1n tune.
Intent: The intent of the foll(lwin~ octlvlties is to determine
whether the child has developed the ability to dng 1n turn.
1. Sin'll"!,: Games
StORing Rames such as "Charlie Over the Ocean" that pro,'lde
opportunity for solo slnl!:in~ enable the teache:' to hear he,",
individual children are proRre55in~ vocally.
2. Mini Concerts
Provide time periodically for children to sing a gonR of their
choice frolll the c:las5 repertoire.
3. Vocal Improvisation
Select one of the son~s which is suitable for improvisin~
yords such as Alli~atoT Pie or Hey Li-Lee Lo. Children should
be thoroughly familiar \,lith this activity before it is used for
assessment purposes. Choose individual children to sin~ their
verses for the class.
"
D. Melodic Idllntification
1. Melodic Echoes
Intent: To determine whether the child is able to associate
auraTIY the solfa Bound With its naUll: and pitch.
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Child signs:
Child echoes to 100:
Format: Sing to 100 a four-beat uelodlc pattern. Select 8
'cliIiii""to echo the pattern uGing the solfe rhythm ( I I 'I ) and
increase the level of difficulty as the dass develops
proficiency. Establish tonality and the beginning pitch prior to
beginning the exe:rclu, ::ilit
•• g. ,,,,h,, (to 100)' ~11 J J J J
Child sings: sol mi 1111 501.
2. Hand Signing
Intent: To determine whether the child is able to associate
the"P'Itth of the sound \11th the given hand shnal and name.
Format: Sill" the melodic pattern to the child. The chUd
should sing the pattern sil;ned and name the pitches.
3. Sins 'n Show
Intent: To determine "Ihether the child is able to associate
iiie"iOii"fc' patterns \lith $olfs syllables and hand siRns.
Format: Sing a melodic pattern to 100. The child should echo
~tern then show what has been sun~ using hand s1~ns.
Sample format: ~£~~~~:g~
Teacher $inlls to 100: =¥ n
~
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Intent: To determine whet.her the child has developed the
'iiiiITIt'Y to crute melodic patterns \,lith known I&Olf8 syllablu.
Fonnat: Crute an A section. Select individual pupils to
~B. C and D sections. Perform t.he rooda with the clUB
singing the A sect.ion and individual pupils perfonlllng their
sections.
e.g.
c.
~F++¥H¥bE¥
sp-;-:a I I I I
Listen for accuracy/correlation of sound with syllable.
5. \oIhlch one did you hear?
Intent: To determine whether the thUd 1s abl.l to associate
heard melodic patt.erns with stick and letter notation.
Fonnat: Using stick and letter notation vrite tbree patterns on
the board or chart paper. Choose one melodic pattern and sing it
to 100 or a neutral syllable. The child must then decide which
one ",ss sung. Sing the patt.ern three times.
e.g. I. I n I I
d mm 6 m
2. I I n
d m s. s
J. I n I
d m s. d
2l
Melodic: Flashc:ards
Intent: 'I'D detennine "hether the child is able to accurately
sing melodic patterns frOIn notation.
Format: Preflllre flashcards containing melodic pathrns thst
have been sung In class. Use them for J)ntticing clUB and
individual sight rtlding. Sing to soHa syllables and letter
nalllu 11'1 level three.
Intent: To deterllline whether the child is ebb t.o associate
notation with pitth.
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Format: Prepare on a chart or overhead a song vlth which pupils
are thoroughly fac1l1n but omit the title and words. Pupils
should sing the song to solfa (or letter names) to discover the
name of the song.
"Note" Worthv Puzzles
Intent: To determine whether the child is able to &Saodau
8OTI"8iiamu with sung pitches.
Format: Select 8 song falll1l1ar to the class and sing the first
phrase in solfa. However, either leave out the solfs nallles or
sing with inner hearing for a bar or section of the phrase.
Pupils ahou1d be asked to fill in or name the missing note names.
•.•. My Moun..'o 4, Q Jj In J) I n R I I J=
dddm dddm 100_ 5
Child should name the notes of
the third measure.
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9. Hillin! Hint Melodies
Inunt: To deterlline whtther the chUd is able to auocbtl!
~lIt11es w1th sun" pitches.
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Fonat: StaR II melodic fraglllent usinR solfa for S01llf of the
notei""and 100 for others. Pupils sinr: back the pattern us:1nR all
solfa.
e.g. Teacher:
*Pupil: ;
Teacher: f 1-
Pupl1: :$2 ;1
!o. COlllposer
Intent: To determine whether the child 1s able to associate
sound "'1eh symbol.
Forue: Pupils IIrt asked to cnau their O\ln "Ilini-melodies"
..ad sing them for the elns or just the teacher. E.tabUsh
,uiddlnu for the melodies - rhythms to be used. pitchea to be
used, and tOtal length of the melody.
Snpll! directive: CTt"U lin eight beat "mlni-lI:elody" ulinjt
n. J and ~ rhythm symbols and s \1'1 rd.
"1I. Melodic Ch.ins
Intent: To deteninll ~h!ther the child is able to crute
melodic: patterns u5int:t knOIm solfa and rh\'chlU.
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Format: 'Establish the hnllth. notes .3nd rhvtbllS which should be
included in each "link" of the chain. IIn.tn chI! chain b,,· sinlltnll
a .ladle: fulitlIlent in solfa (e.lI;. 2 lIleasures of I ). chall.n~t
each pupil to "add a link" without mlssinll a but.
12, Ruding (and) Writing
Inttnt: To dllcnl'llne "bethel' che child is able to associate
heard melodic patterns \lith musical noution; to read l:lelodic
patterns loIith solfa and het.er names.
Format: Write three mdodie:!' in notation on a chart or overhead,
I. Sinll; one ceo 100. Ask class to identify the melodv sun;,.
2. Ask individual chUdren to sl~ht IfnI selected Iltlod1es.
J, SinSl; us1n~ the letter names of the notes.
"MUSIC 'Pm: SHEETS
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The musical actlv1t~ sheets deshned for levels one, two and three
were developed to assist in the reinforcement and assessment of pupil
pro~ress in the primary music program. The\' were designed to correlate
v1th re~ular activities of the Music Prol\ralU and song materials
included in the 'Son!!. Collection' distributed by the Department of
Education for use in til'! implementation of the music proJ/:ram. These
activity sheets are induded as examples of pencil-and-paper work tha~
can be used in con1unction "'1ell an activity/participation centered
pro~ram. The.... provide an outline for demonstratin~ understandinR and
k!\Owledge of the 51:1.115 and concepts bein~ developed in the classroom
music program. 1'0 ('t"indde with the philosophY that music. should be an
en.lovable experience, and effort has been made to desill.n these sheets
as "fun", rather than "work" sheets. They focus on quality of content
rather than quantity as it is believed that c.hildren are able to
indicate their strenRths and/or weaknesses in one or two e:(amples as
lIell as they can in ten. Also, 35 instructional time is quite l1tll1ted
in music. class, activity sheets should be able to be c.ompleted without
requirin.l! extens:lve time to finish. It:ls :Intended that llritten 'Jork
be attelllpted only after extensive practical appliclltion has been
uperienced. The extent and success of use Is completely dependent on
pupils' experience with th~ scmg materials.
TEACHER'S GUIDE FOR MUSIC FUN SHEETS
25
I'lUSIC FllN - LEvtL ON!
llO
kcauSi children worktn~ at the gude one level nqutre extensive
pract1ee in BOVinA, Atnp;tflR and ltstenlnt to !lUlie mOlt vill nllt be
ready for witten vork until the second tenn of the school .,ear.
Pal!U 1 and 2 - Ifhich ont did VOll hear?
Intent:
Fortllt:
Rhythllllc identification and diuation. To :1.ndicate
whethtr the child has developed the abil1tv to
associate the sound of rhythm patterns \lith the
rtpruentative symbols.
Number 1 and 2 are examples of rhythmic identification.
Children should be {nstrutted to circle the letter
«a.) or (b.p of nch lllllllber to show \lhleh pattern they
hurd perfonled. Number 3 is • dictation. ChUdren
write che rhythm in this example. Each rhytha1c pattern
should be heard three t11le!!. Children should listen [0
the patt.ern twice before telectin'l thtir ansvtf and use
the third repetition as I check.
Pal!tS 3, A, and S - W'hat'. Hv tiallle? and Mame That Sonjt.
Intent: Hdodic Identification.
To indicate whether the chUrl 15 able to identify the
musical notation of knovn son~s and auoeiate the sound
with the sY1llbol.
Format: Children must be able to s1n~ all the sonRS "'ithol';
hesitation and be thorou~h1y familiar \lith thelll. Also,
they should be able to rud the music eltamphs usinl\
solfa.
Read the titles of the sonlts and direct children to
underline the nal':le of the 'secret song'.
"Pa~es 6 and 7 - NaminR Notes
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Intent:
Format:
Identification of sol and l'Ii, OT sol. m1, and 10 in
notation.
To indic:au whether the child is able to identify
sol and m1 in dif fennt phte5 on the staff by
naminR the notes.
Children should be instructed to writ.e II. for sol, m for
mi. or 1 for la under each note.
These melodies can also be used for reading exercises
and mystery melodies. The melodies used are:
Pa~e 6 - (1.) Cuckoo
(2.1 Bye ho, Baby On
0.) Counttnp; Son~s
Pa~e i - (1.) Rain Rain
(2,) Snail Snai.1
(3) Bve Babv Buntinii',
Pages 8 and 9 - Music al Match-tIps
Intent:
Format:
Association of the \lritten symbols ....ith known sonllS.
To indicate whether the child is able to 8Ssochte
written rhythtt patterns ",tth bei;lnning rhythm patterns
of known songs.
Children should be instructed to draW" a line to connect
the song titles with the rhythm pattern that shows the
son~'s beginnin~ rhythm.
Read throui\h the sonR titles with the thlldrt"n.
Brain-teaser - Brainstorm with the class to identify
sonRS that beRin with the rhythm patterns named. Check
and see if the songs named lll8t:ch the rhythm identified.
"Pages 10, 11 and 12 - Copyin~ SonRS
Int.ent: To "practise vritim: music by copying the provided
examples.
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Form~t: Childre." should be encQursRed to copy the sample 6on~s
as exactly as possible and illustrate the son~ tn the
space prOVided. Thu'! sheets are to be done priraarily
at home but discussed and shown during class.
Page 13 - Missing Measures
Intent: To iMicate \/hether the chUd understands the concept
of beat as different from rhythm patt.ern and the concept
of musures of music.
Format: Children should be inst.ructed to create their 010'II
rhythm patterns to complete the Qlissinj;\ lIle&sures.
Example 1 uses notational symbols While example 2
provides the opportunl ty to "'rite the notes on the
staff.
Page U - Hear Yel lIear Vel
"
13l
Intent:
Format:
Beginning melodic: dictation.
To indicate whether the child has developed the ability
to as.oeiate pitc.h with solfa learnings.
Sing melodic fragments to 100, usln~ the rhythms ~1ven
and solfa that the children know.
Children should be instructed to print the letter
indicating the 80lh sound they heard under the rhythm
.ymbol provided.
e.g., Sample exercise ~~lI.~~~~§I~!l I iI DJ1. . ~cher sings to 100 - J
Children listen to the Illeloaic fragment twice then
write their answer under the rhythm symbols.
A thiTd re~)I~tition provides an opportunity for
children to check their answers.
MUSIC FUN - ttVEL NO
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Fun sheets for level two direct attention more tovllrd examples of
rhythmic and melodic identification and dictation. The content
included is based upon grade two ob.1ectives of Prlmarv Music: A
TeachinR Guide. Mystery lIIelodies afe ~iven IHeater attention to
support consolidation of basic literacv skills and under9tandin~s.
Titles of mystery melody sheets provide "clues" to the titles of BonRs
included and arE! desiRned to help the child narrow the selection base.
Page 1 - Musical Match-ups
Intent: Rhythmic Identification
To indicate whether the child is able to associate
known son'ls with the symbolic representation of their
be~innln~ rhythm patterns.
Format: Directions are included on the pupil's sheet.
PaRe 2 - Which one did you hear?
Intent: Rhythmic Identification
To indicate whether the child 15 able to associate
heard rhvthm patterns with those seen usinll; I , n.
) and J .
Format: Perform each I';elected example at least three times.
Children shJuld select their snwer sfter the second
hearing and use thl! third hearin~ for checkinR their
answer.
Instruct the children to circle the letter of eae;h
example that matches the rhythmic pattern they heard.
Encourage them to look at all the rh\!thms and note ho,",
they are alike and different. .
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Pages 3 and 4 - Rhythllll~ Wr1tini
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Intent:
Yantat:
Rhytlullic: Dictation
To indican whether the child is able to ..sod.ate
rhytb. patterns hurd \l1th repunnUtivl! rhytluD
.yUablu .nll symbols.
The hurtl represent t~e nUlIlber of beata 1n each
exallple.
Instru~t chlldnn to use the rhythm sY1llbols \ I •n .~
and/or cI ) to vrlu down the rhythlll patterns they
hell'.
Est.blish the beat.
pfldom the pattern evice. Have children write down
t.he rhythm pattern. Pedot'1ll the paturn a third time
for pupils to check.
Sample rhythlll patterns:
p. 3 - J. I I I I
2. I n I Z
p •• - J. n n I
2. I I d
Page 5 - Melody Matchmakers
"
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Intent: Melodic Identification
To indicate whether the child is able to associate
known sonlts with notation of their beginning lIl"lodies.
Format: As per directions I!iven.
Puzzle - Discuss ways these melodies are al1kr. Any
ways the melodies are alike should be considl ted
acceptable.
Page 6 - Hear Vel Rear Yel
Intent:
Format:
Melodic Dictation
To indiCilte whether child is able to associate pitch
with 80lfa syllables.
Establish the tonality bv having the class sing the
tonic edad.
Sing each example to a neutral syllable (1.e. 100).
Instruct chUdren to \11'ite the letter names for the
Golfs under the rhythm aiven.
Answer Key:
1.1 n I Z
2. n n I
dd ell' IDS
3.1 I I I
S III r d
(Peas Porridge Hot)
(Button You Must Wander)
(RlI1n Come Wet He)
Once children have completed the sheet have them 6in~
the patterns and discove-r the songs they are taken from.
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hiles 7, 8, 9 and 10 - "Doll.-jtone 50n£I\", "Bearable Tunes" I and
"Colorful Melodies", and "Singt" the Blues
Intent: lielC'dic Identification
To indicate association of notation with familiar son Its.
Format: Titles of pages provide clues to songs contained on each
paRe.
"Do~-gone songs" - 1. Bow wow wow
2. Rover
"Bearable Tunes" - I. Fu;::1.y Wuzzy
2. Teddy Bur
"Colorful Helodhs" - I. tiere Comes a Bluebird
2. Stop Says the Red Light
"Sinl!~n' the IIlues" - I. Blue Bells
2. Here Comes a Bluebird
Children should be instructed to study the melodies,
try and hCUT them in their heads. and name the sonRs,
These sneets may aha be used to check note namin~.
either salta or" letter names, by instructin~ children
to print the names within the notes of the son!':.
Read the sonR by sin~inR it 'i.'ith solfa or letter names.
PaRe II - "Rain\" IrIritinp,"
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tllee-ot: Melodic: IclentiHc:aticm; Musical ~leAsure.s; Not! Nam!nlli
Belltnninil Analysis.
To provide another IT,ysteTV melody example and use. the
the example to determine whether the chUd understands
the concept of musical measures. It is also intende..!
to provide practice in note naminp; and bedn analysis
by directed questions.
Format: Ans\;er Key:
1. Rain Come Wet !'Ie
2. ,
3. Yes. Measures !, :! and '"
4, 5 m r d
5, 4 beats in measure three
Pap;es 12 and 13 - ~:vsterv Melodies and Solh Search
Intent: Melodic Identification and Note Naminll
Format: Children should iclencH" the nSlile of the mystery melodies
and circle the patterns· named tn each example to show
t.hat they are able to nallle these notes and are able to
identify diffet"ent do placements.
PaRe 12 - 1. Lon2-1e22ed Life
3 drm patteTns
2. I have lost the closet key
6 dm patteTns
PaRe 13 - 1. Mouse Mousie
~ - smd patterns
2. Marchinll
~ dms patterns
3'
Extenlions:
(1.) D1s~us!l the r.'\ and its meanin~.
(it.) Discuss the do-placements. An th!!v the sallie? Different?
If different. how an thev diffnent? Do they sound
different! How! .
(111.) Discuss Vll'S the .on~5 are al1ke/d1fhrent.
119
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Intent: Melodic dltution and transposition Oll the staff.
To indicate whether the child 1s able to associate
pitch with solfa syllables and then transposed the
stick and lettel' notation 01\ to the staff.
Fannlc: Follow a llldodlc dictation format for part 1 by
haVing the thildren listen to the melodic phrase cun~
to '100' and then identify the pitches heard by
printing the letter names of solfa syllables.
Once this is c.ompleted give them tillle to transpose.
the stick and letter notation onto the staff in pan
2. Identify the do-centre you \lant the children to
use.
Sample:
'40
1.
2.
m d d
36
MUSIC FUll: - LEVEL THREE
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Level three content for 'music fun' uses the m~stery theme to
reinforce prattie-al skills and help children c:onnect aural and written
understandinl'l. The level of difficulty has he en determined by ~rade
three ob.iectl\1!s. Mystery mdodies and mystet;.r 'cases' 8re used to
help develop (and/or assess) readin~ and theoretical abil1tief; s!'; ....ell
as awareness of musical construction. ARlitn the titles of the sheets
provide clues to discoverln.ll the nsmes of the mys,tery songs.
Pa,l;es I, 2 and 3 - Mvsterv Melodies; "It's all in the NAME"; and
"Are VOU hungry? ~
Intent:
Format:
~lelodic Identification. Association of musical
notation ...·1eh knoW'Tl sonl'l materials.
As for other mystery melodies
Pall;e
"
I. Amasee
2. Scotland's Burn1n~
Pa~e
"
I. Dinah
2. Hey Bett\' Martin
,. Mary H,d .Little Lamb
Pa!':e
"
I. Children " , Fence Post
2. Peas Porrid~e Ho<
,. Ho< Cross ~uns
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PlgtS t. and 5 - Alike and Different
Intent: Melodic Identification; Bednnint; An. lysis
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To focu. on sillilarities found tn BOnt repertoire a.
a llIuns of idenc1fyinR basic structural components of
.usle:.
Format: rollowln~ identification of mystery melodies, discuss
ways the sonRS are al1ke. Children may \lTlte their
anllo'ers on the back of the shut or this pro.ieee could
he 8 troup discovery lesson.
~
Pa~e I.: 1. Shake them 'Simmons'-Dolrn"
2. Phoebe
Lead thUdren to discover silllUadcies In kell or
do-centre. time sillnature. or nUlllber of beats in each
in each measure; kinds of notes used; endin/1; nous;
or .n~· other ac:c:urate observations.
Page 5: I. OO\lll Came a Ladv
2. Ho Ho WarBn,"
Lead c:hlldun to discover differences In arns
identified for PaR.1! t..
JB
Intent: Ml!1odic Identification and nar.lln~ the letter nallll!S
of the notes.
To indicate! 'Whether the child is able to associate
the notaced :Iusic \lith fallll1at" sonlts and whether the
child can name the notes usinc, their letter nalles.
FOrD,lIt: As per instructions on the pall;C!.
t. Chick-a-li-lee-lo
2. Oeedle Deed!e Dumpling
Pa~e7-~
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Intent: To indicate whethu the child is able to interpret the
inforr.lation given nnd encourage basic llIusic anahsis.
Forut: As is stated on the student patte. 'Hidden sonR': The
Fountain.
Pille 8 - "The case of the !1i!1s1nll: Rarlines. It
Intent:
Format:
To indicate whether the chUd has develorad understand!n.
of countinll: beats. llIeasures lind the meaning of time
sll\n4turu.
Children should be directed to 'solve' the case by
drawing in the llIissln~ barBnes.
The eXlllIples u5I!d are also lI\vsterr sonll;s:
I. POl!lJJle de re1nette
2.. Who killed Cock Robin?
"Page 9 - Correct the rhythm
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Intent:
form.at:
To indiclta "'hether the child has developed
understandlnll: of measures. bu.tl and lDeter.
Children should study the exalllplu Ind detenline notes
the;.' can correct to create correct rhythlllS.
SOllie exalllpies could then be ulected for use as readlnR
I!xerc:lus.
PaA! 10 - ~jeasures and Meters
Intent:
fomal:
(1.) To indicate whether the child understands the
c:oncept of "'teer.
(it.) To indicate ",hecher the thUd is able to notate
a kn(NT\ song. transposing the inner hearlnj;t of pitches
to the ,,",iUtn notation.
Children should fill in the rIlle signature then EITHER
complete the melodv b\' flll1nll: 1n ChelT own melodt'!'Sin
the lIIisslnR measures OR complete the lIlelody bv
assisting the lllissinRliieasurts of 'Old Brass WaRon'
which 11 the narllt of the sonl!: used for the example.
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Record KeerdTlll,
Record!",; Observations
If observations of children are lllannl'd to ascertain pupils I
progress, records must be maintained to orcwtde specific information
regarding the focus lind t!sult of the observation. Because of the
large number of pupils with which music teachers meet and the limited
time allocated for the prOl\ram. checklists (arm the most manll~eable
technique for record keepinl!, in primary music. Checklists should
clearly denote the skills or understandinll;s beinll; assessed and provide
space for recording the date of assessment and indication of
assessment. A code/ratinll, svstem could be used to record as much
information as 1s possible in a very l1ll\ited time.
Sample coding for date
Seotember
October
November
December
January
Februarv 6
March 7
April 8
Hav 9
June - 10
By writing in a number, the teacher would kno.., the month when the child
was observed. A ranking coding such as the sample indicated below
could then be used with the numerical code to indicate an asseSSMent of
the observation. If a child does not demonstrate any readiness, the
assessment coding should be left blank, indicatinl': that more experience
and preparation is needed.
Sample coding for development
H Excellent - Secure performance
o - Performed well, some insecurity evident
- Skills or understandin~s developin~ but very insecure
Anecdotal records
Anecdotal records may be needed periodicall~. However. aF:ain
because of time and nutllber constraints, anecdotal re..:ords would be used
only in exceptional situations to provide specific accounts of
occurrences which are of particular relevance to those exceptional
circutllstances.
Sample checklists
Checklists can be developed to outline core learnings as
identified by arade level ob1ectives, an example of which is shown in
checklist Sample A. However, children do not always prop:ress according
to grade level. Because of this Checkl1st Satllple B is included. In
using this sample, teachers would identHv areas to be assessed and
indicate chose areas by complecina the objective section themselves.
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Checklist SillT.pleA
Class: Year:
------
-
==t=t±t+t=+=t±i=±1---
=+t±±=t-~=t=j=±=
=EE±=HRE133=±=t=
- -
- -
I I I I I I
"
CheckU6t Satlple B
Clau:_
Year:_
Level lV::-
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Child IIIIIII
I
4]
Evaluation of Affective and Attitudinal
Factors in the PrimarY Music Program
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RecOl!.nition of childrens' affective and attitudinal reactions have
been considered of vital importance to teachers of irrimarv level music
pupils. As noted bv one teacher. "the chUd's ability to stnl! sol and
mi, or to dap I and". does not necessarily mean that the child has
had a successful year lIIusically". Chtldrens' success and p\,0l;ress in
the music proli!;ram should be determined throulith consideration of
affective and attitudinal factors in addition to development of musical
skills snd understandinRs.
It has been recoli!;nized that cO,l:nltive and affective outcomes
interact to the deli!;ree that they are virtually inseparable. It has
also been said that how an individual !tels about sub.1ect matter,
sc:hool and learnin'l lIIay be as '1Tllportant as how much he achieves.
Consequently. affective outc:omes directly influence lesrnin~. (BlooP'l,
1956). Such reco~nition of the importance of affective domains of
learninll; supvorts, teachers' prioritization of effort. participation
and attitude in their criteria for or0'lralll implementation and requires
attention in the development of evaluation orocedures in music.
As with assessment of pupil proRress in skill and academic
develollment, assessment of affective and attitudinal components must be
interconnected with and evolve from classroom activities. Assessment
of these components c:an be apllroached mainly thrl)ulI;h observation and
sub1ective conclusions. However, identification of behaviors and
indicate affective and attitudinal development can assist 1n focusinR
on affective assessment. The fol1owin~ behaviors are examples of those
which can be observed to determine aff~ctive development.
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1. Child participates cooperatively in class activities.
2. Child is attentive to instruction and responds accordingly.
3. Child reacts positively to the in~truc:t1(lnal pro~Tam by showinp;
pleasure in particlpatln~ andlor by reQue!lt1n~ spedfic: sonp;
repertoire or activities.
I., Child is interested and receptive to lellrntnll ne .... 1llusic or musical
activities.
5. Child demonstrates a continuinp; desire to develop musical
abilities throull;h behaviors such 85 - practices a song or rhythmic
activity with enthusiasm to mastery of the element; asks to bring
music books or instruments home to practice; constructs own·songSj
shows interest in partltipatlnp; in co-curricular musical pro~rams:
on own initiative learns unassiRned musical material.
MUSIC FUN
LEVEL ONE
150
Name' _
151
Which one did you hear?
1,(a.) I n I I
(b.) n I I I
2.(a.) n n I I
(b.) n I n I
3.
Name _
Which one did you hear?
1. (a.) I n I I
(b.) n I n I
(c.) Inn I
2. (a.) I Z I I
(b.) I Z I I I
(c.l I I Z I
3.
Name _
153
What's my Name?
'~JJIJJI~
Starlight, Starbright
OR
Cuckoo
Name _
154
Name that song !!I!
~ Rain Rain
6 OR
6
Bounce High, Bounce Low
~ Lucy Locket.~f~;'.~ ~OR . ""
Bye, Baby Bunting
Name _
155
Name that song !I!!
1.
~ Clap Your Hands
OR
Bye Lo, Baby Oh
2.'~~
d Snail Snail ~~
OR ~
Look at Me
Name _
Naming Notes
2.
3"~rj~
Name _
157
Naming Notes
1.'~JJ_
2.
3. $ ~ J~I J J~I J n I
$;Jnln[JI~iJJ~
N am e _
15.
Musical Match-ups
See-Saw
Starlight, Starbright
In and Out
n n n
nl
Quaker, Quaker n n
Brain teaser ---- How many songs can
you name that begin with the same
rhythm pattern as See-SaVl, Up and Down?
Na me _
159
Musical Match-ups
Icka Backa
Uttle Sally Water
Rain Rain
Bobby Shaftoe
nnnn
n n n I
n n I
nl
How many songs can you namE that
begin with the same rhythm pattern as
Little SallyWater? Bobby Shaftoe ~
Name _
160
Look at Me
JO
Name _
161
Snail Snail
Name _
162
Bounce High, Bounce Low
Name _
163
Missing Measures
Here are some rhythms but some
of the measures are missin~ !
Can you fill them in ?
1. 2-r II
1)
Name~ 164listen --~~ Hear Vel Hear Vel
1. I I n I
- ---
2. I nI
--- -
3. I I I
-- - -
MUSIC FUN
LEVEL TWO
'65
Name _
166
Musical Match-ups
Draw a line to connect the song titles
with their beginning rhythms.
Ring Around the Rosy
Closet Key
Mouse, Mousie
Pease Porridge Hot
Inn n
n n I I
n n n I
I n I Z
Name _
Which one did you hear?
1. (a.) I n I I
(b.) n I n I
(c.) Inn I
2. (a.) I Z I I
(b.) I Z I n
(c.) I I Z I
3. (a.) d n I
(b.) n I cl
(c.) n n d
Name _
166
Rhythmic Writing
Use I, n, and z to write down
the rhythm patterns you hear .
•
,
• •1.
2.
, ,
•
,
3. • • • •
Name _
169
Rhythmic Writing
Use I, n, d, and z to write down
the rhythm patterns you hear •
." • • •
1.
." • • •
2.
." • • •
3.
Name .
""
Melody Matchmakers
Match the song titles with their
beginning melodies.
Rocky Mountain
Button You Must
Wander
OR
u
Who's That P~~~~~~~~5
Tapping at my Window?
Here's another puzzle--- Find
at least two ways all these ~elodies
are alike.
G2)listen!!')",I Hear Yel
:::.~ Hear Vel
Name _
171
Hear Yel
Hear Vel Fill in the
1.
solfa names under the rhythms given.
n
2.
3.
n n
Name
'~.J" \\%Yj~', Dog-gone Songs"
~'\',)j.-.:-(1h
, ,,>-'if;l
112
Name _
173
" Bearable \\ Tunes
2.
m J §J ijJ IJ$ ,
174
Name(!J' ·Colorful Melodies'
1.' i ~r J ~~J§
2.!i_
What colour do you make when
you mix together the colours named
in these ~ongs ?
Name _
, Singin' the Blues'
What's~ favorite colour
Name _
'"
'Rainy Writing'
Can you na~e this song?
Song: _
How ~any ~easures are there in
this song ? _
Are any of the ~easures the same?
If you answered yes, which ones ? _
Na~e the notes 01 measure one
using the solla names. _
How many beats in measure 3
Name
177
Mystery Melodies & Solta Search
R IJ nnnIL~
Song: _
Circle all the drm patterns.
How many did you find 7 _
2.~iJ~
, J9
Song: _
Circle all the dm patterns.
Name
178
Mystery Melodies & Salta Search
1.
Son g: _
Circle all the smd patterns.
How many did you find?
Son g: . _
Circle all the dms patterns.
How many did you find
Name _
179
Hear Yel Hear Yel
Fill In the solfa names
1.
2.
under the rhythms given then write
the melody on the staff below.
MUSIC FUN
LEVEL THREE
180
Detective: _
181'
Can you 'detect' my name?
2.,. ~=:J J J J ~ J
NOTE MY name!
Detective: _
",
Would you
like a clue ???---
• It's all in the NAME !!"
Song: _
2.'#( F i9 J_
50ng: _
3.' ~ n n In J In j~
50ng: _
Detective: _
'"
Here's a question
and a clue-
"Are you hungry 1"
Song: _
50ng: _
50ng: _
Detective: _
184
Name these songs
and find 3 ways
that they're alike •
1. r ~ n J I~ In J I~
,. n J F=B J J F=B n @I
5ong: _
2. ,. ~ R±Rg n~
£#~~
tJ
50ng: _
Detective: _
Name these songs
and find 3 ways
that they're different.
1. $~ ~ J £Ed j J ~gg
50n9: _
2.
50ng: _
Detective: _
Here are more songs to name !
This time-
write the letter names
under the notes •
5ong: _
2. f i J J J J~ J J
~,~J~J~§~J J J
Song: _
Detective:
187
SONG SEARCH
Use the following clues to find a song
, hidden' in your songbook:
" I have a F-do.
My meter is ~ .
My beginning rhythm is I n Inn
My closing rhythm is I III I n I
What's my name?
i ·,Here Is -- I""The Case of theMissing Barlines .• r r~ , ~~
Go ahead and solve It . -C--'
188
Detective: _
"9
Correct the rhythm i'
u,
in the mini-melodies below. . _'
r ,..,....r"'~,. ~'"I
Detective: _
190
MEASURES
and
METERS




